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Description:  Images of individual individuals and small groups of people, includes faculty, staff, 






5. Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
6. Student/Alumni Small Groups 
 









Alexander, S. Kern, Jr. b. 1939 














Bowling Green Business University (Ky.) 
Cafeterias 
Cheerleading 
Cherry Hall (WKU) 
Cherry, Henry Hardin, 1864-1937 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1912 (WKU) 
Class of 1914 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1917 (WKU) 
Class of 1918 (WKU) 
Class of 1919 (WKU) 
Class of 1920 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Class of 1928 (WKU) 
Class of 1930 (WKU) 
Class of 1931 (BGBU) 
Class of 1931 (WKU) 
Class of 1932 (WKU) 
Class of 1935 (WKU) 
Class of 1936 (WKU) 
Class of 1937 (WKU) 
Class of 1938 (WKU) 
Class of 1939 (WKU) 
Class of 1942 (WKU) 
Class of 1944 (WKU) 
Class of 1946 (WKU) 
Class of 1947 (WKU) 
Class of 1948 (WKU) 
Class of 1949 (WKU) 
Class of 1950 (WKU) 
Class of 1951 (WKU) 
Class of 1954 (WKU) 
Class of 1958 (WKU) 
Class of 1959 (WKU) 
Class of 1960 (WKU) 
Class of 1962 (WKU) 
Class of 1963 (WKU) 
Class of 1964 (WKU) 
Class of 1967 (WKU) 
Class of 1971 (WKU) 
Class of 1972 (WKU) 
Class of 1973 (WKU) 
Class of 1980 (WKU) 
Class of 1986 (WKU) 
Class of 1989 (WKU) 
Class of 1990 (WKU) 
Classrooms 




Diddle, Edgar Allen, 1895-1970 
Dignitaries 
Dogs 
Downing University Center (WKU) 







Fraternities & sororities 
Funeral rites & ceremonies 
Garrett, Paul Loos, 1894-1955 
Golf 





Haskins, Clem Smith, b. 1943 
Hilltoppers (Musical group) 




Meredith, Thomas Carter, 1941- 









Potter College (Bowling Green, Ky.) 
Ransdell, Gary 
Regents (WKU) 








Stansbury, Edgar B., 1906-2009 




Thompson, E. Kelly, 1909-1993 
Tombs & sepulchral monuments 
Track athletics 
Transparencies 
Travelstead, Nelle Gooch, 1888-1974 
Van Meter (WKU) 
Western Kentucky University 
Western Kentucky University. Extended 
Campus-Glasgow Center. 
Winter 
Zacharias, Donald Wayne, 1935- 
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Finding Aid Report 
Container Folder 
UA1C3 
Creator Date Title 
UA1C University Archives Photograph Collection Series 3. Portraits 
Series 
WKU Archives 






Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C Linked to 
OS Box 30 F17 
Digitized as OSB30F17-1 




OS Box 31 15 
digitized 




















Downing University Center (WKU) 
Holland, Mike 
Marshall Universtiy 




PC F1374 WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description Subjects digitized 









West Hall (WKU) 
Dance 
Homecomings 







Ivan Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Masons 
Miss Black Western 
















Old Stadium (WKU) 
Tiaras 









































PC F837 WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description Subjects digitized 
  















Industrial Technology & Education (WKU) 
Planes 




























Hotel, Restaurant & Tourism Managerment (WKU) 






















Preston Health & Activities Center (WKU) 


























































Faculty Senate (WKU) 
University Senate (WKU) 













Portraits - Unidentified 








College Heights Herald 
WKU Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Newspapers Description Subjects 
PC F6108 
digitized 
College Heights Herald 
WKU Archives Portraits - Unidentified 







































Photo Cabinet F10 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F23 
digitized 
Roederer, Susan 





Photo Cabinet F3949 
digitized 
Music (WKU) 




Photo Cabinet F3951 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
International students Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F5978 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Fashion photographs Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F7595 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F400 
digitized 





Photo Cabinet F402 
digitized 
Home Management House (WKU) 




Photo Cabinet F462 
digitized 
Downing University Center (WKU) 
Miss Western 




Photo Cabinet F1004 
digitized 
Downing University Center (WKU) 




Photo Cabinet F1650 
digitized 
Colonnade (WKU) 
Downing University Center (WKU) 
Garrett (WKU) 
Stadium (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Cafeterias Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F1423 
digitized 
Downing University Center (WKU) 
Miss Western  
Santa Claus 








Photo Cabinet F194 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Negatives Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F1837 
digitized 
Rodes-Harlin Hall (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F252 
digitized 
  
Cherry Hall (WKU) 
Gordon Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Helm-Cravens Library (WKU) 
Rogers Lumber Co. (Auburn, KY) 
Science Fair 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 





Photo Cabinet F227 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F2925 
digitized 
WKU University Archives 1940 Portraits - Unidentified - Football Players 
Football players Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F232 
digitized 






Photo Cabinet F81 
digitized 
Agriculture (WKU) 








WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F107 
digitized 







Photo Cabinet F111 
digitized 
Business (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F113 
digitized 






Photo Cabinet F125 
digitized 
Cherry Hall (WKU) 







Photo Cabinet F319 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F318 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F471 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F484 
digitized 





Photo Cabinet F475 
digitized 
Political Science (WKU) 
Tug of War 






Fraternities & sororities 
Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F693 
digitized 
Political Science (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Political activity Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F788 
digitized 
  
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F854 
digitized 
  
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F3239 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Fraternities & sororities Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F3214 
digitized 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Fraternities & sororities 
Basketball 
Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F222 
digitized 
Manual Arts (WKU) 
Music (WKU) 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Orchestras Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F891 
digitized 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F466 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F468-F469 
digitized 
10 




Photo Cabinet F516 
digitized 




Photo Cabinet F515 
digitized 





Photo Cabinet F280 
digitized 
WKU University Archives 1937-1939 Portraits - Unidentified 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F627 
digitized 
WKU University Archives 1940-1941 Portraits - Unidentified 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F480 
digitized 
WKU University Archives 1941-1942 Portraits - Unidentified 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F524 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F599 
digitized 






Photo Cabinet F573 
digitized 






Photo Cabinet F574 
digitized 
Thompson Complex (WKU) 







Photo Cabinet F1597-F1598 
digitized 
  
Class of 1918 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives 1918 Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1444 
digitized 
  
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives 1916 Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1447-F1448 
digitized 
  
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives 1916 Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1599 
digitized 
  
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1918 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives 1916-1918 Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1712 
digitized 
  
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1920 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1758 
digitized 
  
Class of 1920 (WKU) 






Photo Cabinet F6417 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Track athletics Description Subjects 
Photo Cabinet F1801 
digitized 
Class of 1908 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Donovan, H.L. 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 





















Photo Cabinet F1885 
digitized 






Photo Cabinet F1873 
digitized 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Ogden College (Bowling Green, KY) 













Photo Cabinet F731 
digitized 
Class of 1912 (WKU) 
Class of 1913 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F785 
digitized 
Class of 1912 (WKU) 
Class of 1917 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F781 
digitized 
Class of 1917 (WKU) 
Class of 1919? (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1234 
digitized 
Class of 1919? (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1235 
digitized 
Class of 1919? (WKU) 
Calss of 1921 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1238 
digitized  
  
Class of 1921 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives 1921 Portraits - Unidentified 
Description 
Photo Cabinet F1241 
digitized  
  
Class of 1921 (WKU) 
WKU University Archives 1921-1939 Portraits - Unidentified 
Football players Description Subjects 




Home Economics (WKU) 








Photo Cabinet F1490 
digitized 
  
Home Economics (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 










Photo Cabinet F1713 
digitized 
Home Economics (WKU) 



















Photo Cabinet F1715 
digitized 
Home Economics (WKU) 
Home Management House (WKU) 
Insko, Janice 
Thompson, Kelly 














Dinners and dining. 
Dining tables 
Table settings & decorations 
Washing machines 
Description Subjects 




WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 


















Sound equipment & supplies 




















Photo Cabinet F1364 
digitized 
Snowball fights 











Photo Cabinet F1366 
digitized 
Snowball fights 
Van Meter (WKU) 














Photo Cabinet F1367 
digitized 








Photo Cabinet F1369 
digitized 
Inner tubes 
Van Meter (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 







Sleds & sleighs 
Skiers 
Skiing 




Cravens Graduate Center & Library (WKU) 















Photo Cabinet F1879 
digitized 
  



























Photo Cabinet F3819 
digitized 










Southern Illinois University 







Photo Cabinet F1440 
digitzed 
College Heights Herald 








Photo Cabinet F4733 
digitized 
Music (WKU) 








Photo Cabinet F1651 
digitized 
Bonfires 
Center for Cave & Karst Studies (WKU) 
Lost RIver Cave 



















Photo Cabinet F234 
digitized 
Downing University Center (WKU) 
Grigsby, Geri 
Pehlke, Kim 
University of Kentucky 
Westmoreland, Renee 
Women's basketball 








Photo Cabinet F1569 
digitized 
  
Gordon Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Lawnmowers 
Registration 
Rock House (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Portraits - Unidentified 

































Photo Cabinet F1566 
digitized 

















Slide Binder 3 S1402-S1404 
digitized 
Scarves 
WKU University Archives 1994 Portraits - Unidentified 
Snow 
Sleds & sleighs 
Hats 
Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1415-S1418 
digitized 
Balance beam 




Slide Binder 3 S1701-S1711 
digitized 
Janitors 












Slide Binder 4 S2470-S2471 
digitized 




Parades & processions 
Homecomings 
Description Subjects 





Slide Binder 4 S2553-S2567 
digitized 









Creator Date Title 
UA1C University Archives Photograph Collection Series 3. Portraits Subseries 1. Administrators 
Subseries 
WKU Archives 






Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C3 Linked to 






Description Subjects Academic Affairs  
Alexander, David 
Book Presentation  
Bryant, Clifton 
Business Educators Contest  
Committee on Married Student Housing  
Cravens, Raymond 
Dero, Downing 
Distinguished citizen award 
Distinguished Civilian Award  










Huffman, Harold  
Ivan Wilson Fine Arts Center  
Madron, Thomas 
Masanat,  George 
Minton, John 
Mutchler, Brad 
Phi Delta Kappa Breakfast  
Robertson, Lee 
Rose, Bill 
Sandefur,  J.T. 
Sanders, Red 
Science exhibits.  
Season Ticket Sales for the Theatre  
Smith, Bert 
Smith, H.J. 
Smith, Mrs. Bert 
South American Dignitary 
Terrell, Paul 
The Young Educators 
Theater Ticket Sales 
Third District Educational Association  
Thompson, Kelly 
Wade, Bill 
Weatherby Hall (WKU) 
Western Football 










Description Subjects Alumni Association 
Annual Kentucky Education Association Breakfast 
Auto Design Scholarship Fund 
Beck, Richard  
Beck, Thomas 





Central City Grade School 
Clarke, Mary W. 
Coca Cola 
Cochran Memorial  
Cochran, ? 
Cochran, Robert G. 
College Of Commerce  
Commencement  
Community Concert 








Harrison, Lowell  
Helm, Harold 
Helm, Margie 









Lovett,  John 
Madron, Thomas 






Outstanding Kentuckian Award 













Stewart, Judge Brandy 
Stickles, Arndt 
Student Goverment Association  
Summit Beautification Site 
This is Your Life Program 
Thompson, Kelly 




Van Meter Hall  
WOW Flag Acceptance  
Negitive Binder 9 N6422- N6428 













WKU University Archives President - Kelly Thompson 
Pen works Description Subjects 
OS Box 2 35 
Potter, J. Whit 
  
  
WKU University Archives Regents - P Surnames 
Description 




WKU University Archives Regents - Oversize Prints 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
OS Box 34 13 
Downing, Dero 
Downing Harriet 
State Street Methodist Church 
WKU University Archives President - Dero Downing 
Description 




Craig Alumni House (WKU) 
President's House (WKU) 
WKU University Archives President - Henry Cherry 
Description 







WKU University Archives Administrators - Ogden College 
Ogden College (Bowling Green, Ky.) Description Subjects 
OS Box 5 36 






WKU University Archives 1957 President - Kelly Thompson 
Description 
OS Box 58 
Fragile, handle with care, consult with archivist before pulling for researchers. 
  
Fifth Annual Meeting of National Council of Normal Schools and Principals, Washington, DC, Feb. 1924 
  
Cherry, Henry 
WKU University Archives 1924 President - Henry Cherry 
Description 
OS Box 6 16 
Garrett, Paul 
WKU University Archives President - Paul Garrett 
Description 




WKU University Archives President - Henry Cherry 
Drawings Description Subjects 
OS PC FOS81 WKU University Archives President - Paul Garrett 
OS PC FOS89 
Minton, John 
WKU University Archives President - John Minton 
Description 
OS PC FOS124 WKU University Archives President - Kelly Thompson 














West Virginia State Capitol 





Iracane, Joseph (6) 
WKU University Archives Regents - Joseph Iracane 
Description 
PC F1786 
Cherry, Henry Hardin 


















































WKU University Archives President - Gary Ransdell 
Negatives 
















Poland, Hugh Jr. 






WKU University Archives Regents - Hugh Poland 
Negatives Description Subjects 
PC F5124 






WKU University Archives Regents - Hugh Poland 
Description 
PC F5163 
Page, James Anthony (2) 
Palimore, John 
Patterson, W.R. (3) 
Pentecost, Fielding (2) 
Peters, Harry (4) 
Poland, Hugh 
Potter, J. Whit (2) 
Preston, Raymond B.  
Price, Julius (3) 







































Ramsey, John L.  
Regenstein, Ellsworth (2) 
Rhoads, McHenry (3) 
Richards, C.W. (2) 
Richardson, John (3) 
Richmond, J.H. (2) 
Rodes, John (5) 
Ross, Albert (2) 
WKU University Archives Regents - R Surnames 
Description 
PC F5469 
Sears, Jamie L.  
Shadowen, Herbert E.  
Shallcross, Vernon (3) 
Sheffer, Ronald G. (4) 
Smith, Donald 
Smith, Herbert 
Smith, Jack D. (2) 
Sparks, Harry M.  
Spragens, Robert M.  
Stites, Henry (3) 
Strode, Wendell K.  
WKU University Archives Regents - S Surnames 
Ogden College (Bowling Green, Ky.) 




Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce 
Commencement 

























WKU University Archives Regents - Kristin Bale 
Description 
PC F1841 
Campbell, Joe (5) 
Clark, Ronald (3) 
Colvin, George 
Colvin, Michael 
Cook, Joseph II 
Cooper, R.E. 
Crabbe, J.G. 
WKU University Archives Regents - C Surnames 
Description 
PC F933 
Dickey, Joseph (2) 
Harman, J. Lewie Jr. 





Orendorf, Jo aka Top 
WKU University Archives Administrators - Bowling Green Business University 
Bowling Green Business University (Ky.) 










WKU University Archives 1950-1960 President - Kelly Thompson 
Description 
PC F6375 








WKU University Archives 1957 President - Kelly Thompson 




WKU University Archives 1960-1970 President - Kelly Thompson 
Negatives 












WKU University Archives 1960-1970 President - Kelly Thompson 
Negatives Description Subjects 
PC F6381 
Adams, Foster 
Kentuckian of the Year 
Thompson, Hardin 
Thompson, Kelly 
Thompson, Kelly Jr. 
Thompson, Sarah 
Westpheling, Paul 
















WKU University Archives 1970-1990 President - Kelly Thompson 
Negatives Description Subjects 
PC F6391 WKU University Archives President - Kelly Thompson 
Negatives 
Bonds (Negotiable instruments) 















WKU University Archives President - William Obenchain 





WKU University Archives Administrators - Ogden College 
Description Subjects 
PC F78 
Gary, C. C. Howard 
Gerard, Paul E., III 
Gilbert, Dr. J. T.  
Gilbert, V.O. (2) 
Gilmour, Mrs. John (2) 
Ginger, Dr. Lyman 
Gooch, W.J. (2) 
Gott, Amos 
Gott, Amos (2) 
Gramling, N. Joy 
Gray, Lois 
Judd, Patsy 
WKU University Archives Regents - G Surnames 
Western Kentucky University Description Subjects 
PC F80 
Keen, Douglas 
Knicely, Carroll F.  
Kuegel, William (2) 
WKU University Archives Regents - K Surnames 
Western Kentucky University Description Subjects 
PC F82 
Bailey, Howard E.  
Ball, Dr. Coy E.  
Barnes, Sheridan 
Bartlett, Clarence H.  
Bassett, Colonel E. P.  
Bassett, E.B. 
Bates, Georgia 
Bell, W. C.  
Bell, W.C. 
Buckman, William (2) 
Butler, Bobby (2) 
Butler, Danny (4) 
Butler, Wendell (2) 
WKU University Archives Regents - B Surnames 
Oaths Description Subjects 
PC F83 
  
Martin, Cassie F.  
Martin, Cornelius (4) 
McKinney, Gregory Lee 
McKinney, Mitchell (2) 
Menser, William E.  
Miller, Kristen 
Miller, Mary (6) 
Moss, W.S. 
WKU University Archives Regents - M Surnames 
Description 
PC F87 
James, Mrs. J.W. (2) 
Judd, Patsy (4) 
Jones, Linda E. 




Edds, W. Gerald (3) 
Emberton, Julia 
Emberton, Laura 
Emberton, Tom (3) 
Embry, Dr. Chalmer P. (2) 
Evans, Eugene (2) 
Evans, Robert D., Jr.  
Ezelle, Sam 
WKU University Archives Regents - E Surnames 
Description 
PC F91 
Watkins, Robert (2) 
Wedge, Paul (2) 
Whitehouse, Scott (3) 
Wilson, Hughlyne (3) 










WKU University Archives Regents - Wendell Strode 
Oaths Description Subjects 
PC F100 
Tennil, James B., Jr.  
Thornton, Steven Owen 
Todd, Timothy S.  
Travis, Frederick (3) 
Travis, Joe Lane 
WKU University Archives Regents - T Surnames 
Description 
PC F799 WKU University Archives President - Donald Zacharias 
Banquets 
Beauty queens 
















Cherry, Henry Hardin 
Cherry Statue (WKU) 
WKU University Archives President - Henry Cherry 
Description 
PC F1779-F1783 
Cherry, Henry Hardin 


























WKU University Archives President - Dero Downing - Family 
Description 
PC F576 
Wathen, Beverly (2) 
Wedge, Paul aka Denny Wedge (3) 
Whitehouse, Scott 
Williams, John Fred (2) 
Wilson, Hughlyne (4) 
WKU University Archives Regents - W Surnames 
African Americans Description Subjects 
PC F577 
Dawson, Charles L. (Judge) (2) 
Dean, John A.  (2) 
Denhardt, H.H. (2) 
Drake, Louise (3) 




Fiorella, Michael A.  
Franklin, Charles (2) 
Fuller, Steven J.  
Fuqua, James (2) 
WKU University Archives Regents - F Surnames 
Western Kentucky University Description Subjects 
PC F579 
Quinn, Huston (2) 
  
  




Vogt, Christy (4) 
WKU University Archives Regents - V Surnames 
Oaths Description Subjects 
PC F582 
  
Barrone, B.J. (2) 
Bartlett, Clarence 
Bartley, Bobby R.  
Bedo, Leslie R.  
Bradley, John V.  
Brooker, John (2) 
Buckman, Dr. William G.  
Butler, Danny P.  
Butler, Wendell 
WKU University Archives Regents - B Surnames 
Oaths Description Subjects 
PC F603 
Lawrence, Bemis 
Linn, Judge Conn (2) 
Loafman, Peggy W.  (3) 
Lyne, John R.  
WKU University Archives Regents - L Surnames 
Description 
PC F604 
Mark, E.H. (2) 
Martin, Robert R.  
Masters, J.P. (2) 
McCormack, W.R.  (2) 
McKinney, Greg 
Mendel, Dr. Raymond M. 
Mercer, Burns (3) 
Miller, H.C.  (2) 
Moore, Robert Earl 
Moss, W. S., Jr.  
Mudge, Fred N.  
WKU University Archives Regents - M Surnames 
African Americans Description Subjects 
PC F606 WKU University Archives Regents - C Surnames 
Description Catron, Stephen B.  
Chambliss, Robert L., Jr. (2) 
Coates, Amanda J.  
Coffman, Keith 
Cole, H.K. (3) 
Cole, John David (4) 
Colvin, Michael 
Cosby, Stephanie L.  




Hines, Henry  
Hodgkin, Boswell (2) 
Hughes, M.O. 
Hulse, Sara 




Orendorf, Jo aka Top Orendorf (2) 
Smith, Cooper Jr. 
Wright, Daniel 
Whittle, Charles 
WKU University Archives Administrators - Ogden College 
Ogden College (Bowling Green, Ky.) Description Subjects 








Description Subjects Cherry Bess Fayne 
Cherry, Alice 
Cherry, Anna 
Cherry, Bess Fayne 






Cherry, Elizabeth Frances (2) 
Cherry, Ethel 
Cherry, Florence 
Cherry, George III 
Cherry, George Jr. 





Cherry, John  










Cherry, Thomas aka T.C. 
Cherry, Willard 
Cherry, William 







WKU University Archives President - Dero Downing 

































Van Meter (WKU) 
Wiseman, David 
Whitehouse, Schott 









WKU University Archives President - Thomas Meredith 
Portrait photographs 
Cafeterias 













WKU University Archives President - Thomas Meredith 













Cherry Statue (WKU) 
Felts Log Cabin (WKU) 
Kentucky Building (WKU) 
Peaches 
Phonathon 
Rotary Club - Henderson, KY 
































Scott & Ritter 
Signings 

















WKU University Archives President - Thomas Meredith 























Laoning Normal University 
Signings 




PC F4458 WKU University Archives President - Thomas Meredith 






WKU University Archives President - Thomas Meredith 
Gifts Description Subjects 
PC F4461 
Regents (WKU) 
WKU University Archives President - Thomas Meredith 
Gifts Description Subjects 
PC F4440 
Installation 
WKU University Archives 1988 President - Thomas Meredith 
















Description Subjects Cherry, Clarence 
Cherry, Emma 
Cherry, George 
























Kentucky Education Association 
Park, Juanita 
Third District Educational Association  
Thompson,Kelly 
Thompson, Sarah 
Van Meter (WKU) 
  
  







Auto Design Scholarship Fund 
Beck, Richard  
Beck, Thomas 
Bemis Lawrence Hall (WKU) 
Cental City Grade School 
Commencement  
Cravens, Raymond  




Page, George V. 
Southern Bell 
Stickles, Arndt 
Thompson , Kelly 
Truman, Lee 
Van Meter (WKU) 








Cherry, Henry Hardin 
Van Meter Hall (WKU) 
WKU University Archives 1937 President - Henry Cherry - Funeral 
Funeral decorations 





Cherry, Henry Hardin 
Fairview Cemetery 
WKU University Archives 1937 President - Henry Cherry - Ogden Vault 
Funeral decorations 
Funeral rites & ceremonies 
Flowers 
Cemeteries--Kentucky--Warren County 











Eastern Kentucky University 






Morehead State University 
Payne, Hazel 
Payne, John 
University of Louisville 
Van Meter, ?  
WKU University Archives President - Henry Cherry - Group Photos 
Bowling Green Business University (KY) 
University of Kentucky. 


























Brown, John Y. 
Collins, Martha Layne 




President's Home (WKU) 
Thomas Family 
Thomas, Todd 
United Black Students (WKU) 
Zacharias, Donald 
WKU University Archives President - Donald Zacharias 
Banquets 









PC F6969 WKU University Archives President - Donald Zacharias 
Description Subjects Big Red 













Wetherby Hall (WKU) 
Zacharias, Donald 
























WKU University Archives President - Donald Zacharias 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
PC F6980 
Zacharias, Donald 













WKU University Archives President - Donald Zacharias Family 
Banquets Description Subjects 
PC F965 
Campbell, Don 
Campbell, Joe Bill 
Clark, Ronald W.  
Colvin, Dr. George W.  
Cook, Joseph A. (3)  
Cooper, R. E.  
Crabbe, Dr. J. G.  
WKU University Archives Regents - C Surnames 
Description 
PC F967 
Iracane, Joseph A. 
WKU University Archives Regents - I Surnames 
Description 
PC F968 
Norfleet, Sandra K. 





WKU University Archives Regents - R Surnames 
Description 










Minton, John Jr. 
Oldham, John 
Swearing in ceremony 
Syra, Laurel  
  
WKU Archives President - John Minton 





















WKU University Archives S414-S438 President - Kern Alexander 
Slides Description Subjects 












Slide Binder 4 S2569 WKU University Archives 1979 President - John Minton 
Slides Description Subjects Minton, John 















Slide Binder 4 S2674 
Minton, John 
WKU University Archives 1979 President - John Minton 
Slides Description Subjects 
Container Folder 
UA1C3.2 
Creator Date Title 
UA1C University Archives Photograph Collection Series 3. Portraits Subseries 2. Faculty & Staff 
Subseries 
WKU Archives 






Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C3 Linked to 
CD Box 1 CD4 
E.A. Diddle images digitized for WKET as tifs.  Have been posted in VLM and in PastPerfect.  Includes two 
images from Louisville Courier-Journal that WKU does not own the rights to. 














WKU Archives 2005 Faculty/Staff - Digital Images 
Description 
Negative Binder 1 N24 
Diddle, E.A. 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Diddle, E.A. 
Basketball Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 1 N592 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Helm, Margie 
Librarians Subjects 
Negative Binder 6 N5147 
Diddle, E.A. 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Diddle, E.A. 
Basketball Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 7 N5158 
Miller, Russell 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Miller, Russell 
Offices Description Subjects 
OS Box 2 F36 
Wilson, Gordon 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - W Surnames 
Description 
OS Box 31 F13 
Jenkins, William 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - J Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
OS Box 34 12 




WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - W Surnames 
Dogs Description Subjects 
OS Box 34 12 
Feix, Jimmy 
WKU Archives Faculty/Staff - F Surnames 
Description 
OS Box 34 12 
Helsoe, Joe 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - H Surnames 
Lawn mowing Description Subjects 
OS Box 34 12 
Jones, Lee 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - J Surnames 
Description 
OS Box 38 21 WKU Archives Faculty/Staff - Feix, Jimmy 
OS Box 5 F35 
Goode, Lee 
Jones, Lee 




OS PC FOS82 
Hergesheimer, Sophonisba 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - H Surnames 
Artists Description Subjects 
OS PC FOS86 
Johnson, Lowe 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - J Surnames 
Description 
OS PC FOS87 
Kersenbaum, Sylvia 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - K Surnames 
Pianists 
Piano -- Studies and exercises. 
Description Subjects 




WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - S Surnames 
Description 
OS PC FOS107 
Strahm, Franz 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - S Surnames 
Description 
OS PC FOS133 
Coohill, Thomas 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - C Surnames 
Description 
OS PC FOS133 
Heldman, James 









Albers, Jo Ann 




WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - A Surnames 
Description 
PC F121 
3, 6-small, 1-4x5 
Adams, Beverly (2) 
Alexander, James (3) 
Allen, Harry (2) 
Anders, Floyd 
Allen, Hilary 
Anderson, Jay (3) 
Coaches 
WKU Archives Faculty/Staff - A Surnames 
Surveying equipment Description Subjects 







WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - A Surnames 
Description 
PC F276 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - A Surnames 
Description Adams, Lou 
Anderson, Jay (3) 
Ardrey, Saundra (3) 
Armstrong, Donald 
Askins, Jeanette 







Gerard, Theresa (2) 
Gibson, Lurene 
Gleichowski, Deborah 
Goad, Laurie (2) 
Green, Robert (3) 
Green, Zaedee 
Griffin, Frank (2) 
Groves, Chris 











9 - small 
Cars 









































WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - A Surnames 
Description 
PC F135 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - T Surnames 





Taylor, Charles (3) 
Taylor, James 
Temple, Pamela 
Terry, William aka Gander (6) 
Thompson, Francis (2) 













Loewen, Roger (2) 
Longmire, Martin 
Lovell, Chrystalee 











Smith, Luther (2) 
Smith, Stevenson 
Snizek, William 
Strahm, Franz (4) - UA1988-13 donated by Bennie Beach 
































Crabb, Alfred (4) 
Cotts, ? 
Crabill, Blake 






Custead, Patricia (2) 
Downing, Dero 
Parking tickets 









8 + small 
  
Napier, Nancy 
Neal, Julia (5) 
Needham, Douglas (2) 
Nets, George 
Neuber, Frank 





WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - N Surnames 
Description 
PC F5826 
McDaniel, Sue Lynn 
McMahon, William 
McMurtry, Mrs. Horace 






UA2010/161 donated by William Skaggs 
  

























































Whitmer, J.R. (4) & negatives 
Williams, Christine 
Wilson, David 
Wilson, Ivan (3) 
Witherspoon, Virginia 
Wright, Bernice 







Baughman, Henry (2) 
Beekman, Gerald (3) 
Behrens, Hal 
Bell, Lewis (2) 
Bowman, Marvin 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - B Surnames 






































WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Baird, Nancy 
Description 
PC F423 




Burton, Mrs. A.C. 
Colonnade (WKU) 























Bates, Georgia (5) 
Downing, Dero 
Runner, Etta 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - B Surnames 



















Brigil, Bob (2) 
Britt, Johnny 
Brown, Carrol 
Brown, James (2) 
Brown, Leonard (2) 
Brown, Pam 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - B Surnames 
Description 
PC F1025 










WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - B Surnames 
Description 
PC F1515 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - B Surnames 

















Cangemi, Joseph (3) 
Carwell, Nancy (2) 
Cathro, Thomas 
Chambless, Cheryl (3) 
Crawford, Bob 
Crawford, Nicholas 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - C Surnames 
Description 
PC F1627 
10 - 4x5 












Clark, Ethel (2) 
Craig, Billie 





















Elliott, Larry (2) 
Embry, Blane 




















Helm, Margie (2) 
Herrick, John 
Holman, Mary 
Hornback, Vernon aka Ted Hornback 
Hunter, Lavinia 
Meredith, Thomas 











Jefferson, Robert (2) 




Kentucky Museum (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - J Surnames 




















5 - small 
  





















PC F511 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Z Surnames 




Diddle Arena (WKU) 
Guest House (WKU) 









Canty, Eileen (3) 
Carr, Molly 
Carroll, Faye 




Crouther, Lou-Ann (11) 
Higgs, Vivian 







O'Connor, Regis (4) 
Obojski, Robert 
O'Donnell, Mary 
Oglesby, Burch (2) 
Oldham, John 
Olson, Albert (2) 
Osburn, Morris 
Owens, Joe 





Pease, Betty  
Pease, Edward (3) 








Pankratz, Roger (2) 
Parker, John (3) 
Parrent, Rick (2) 
Parrent, Rob (3) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - P Surnames 
Description 
PC F5020 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - P Surnames 













Pounds, Dwight (5) 
Price, JImmie (female) 
Proctor, Bob 
Pulsinelli, Robert 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - P Surnames 
Description 
PC F5146 
Powell, William (6) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Powell, Bill 
Swimming Description Subjects 
PC F4997 
Page, A.A. 
Page, George (3) 
Page, Tate (2) 
Pell, C.A. 
Pickens, Jim (3) 



















Richards, West (2) 









Reagan, L.J. (2) 
ReBarker, Herbert 
Reynolds, Roy (4) 
Roberts, Dave (2) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - R Surnames 
Description 
PC F5345 
Riggs, Gary (2) aka Mickey 
Rippy, Katherine 
Roberts, Julia (3) 
Robertson, Gabrielle (3) 
Robertson, Lee (3) 
Runner, Etta 










Miller, Jim Wayne 
Miller, Patricia 
Miller, Russell 
Mills, Connie (3) 
Moore, Earl 
Murphy, Marie 
Murrey, Loretta (3) 









Salisbury, Richard (3) 
Sandefur, Joseph (4) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - S Surnames 
Slides Description Subjects 
PC F5412 
Sanderford, Paul (4) 
Schnacke, Steven 
Schocke, Randy 
Schneider, Florence (2) 
Schrader, Horace 
Seitz, Joerg 




Seward, Roy (3) 
Shaluta, Cliff 




WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - S Surnames 
Description 
PC F5502 
Sloan, Patsy (2) 
Smith, Bert (2) 
Smith, Beulah 
Smith, Donald (3) 
Smith, Lyda (2) 




WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Smith, L.T. 
Description 
PC F5815 









Strayhorn, Elizabeth (2) 
Stuart, ? (2) 
Sutherland, Sara 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - S Surnames 
Description 
PC F6237 






Survant, Joseph (2) 








Ragland, Florence (3) 
Raymer, Becky 
Reeves, Stanley 
Robenson, John (2) 
Rodes, Sally 
Rose, Claude (3) 















WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - S Surnames 
Description 





Taff, Mrs. N.O. 
Taylor, Mrs. Charles 
Telecommunications 
Thacker, Jack (3) 
Thurman, A.J. 
Traylor, Jerry 
Turley, Lou (3) 
Tuttle, Lester 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - T Surnames 









Van Der Meer, Wieb (2) 




Vos, Arvin (2) 
Vourvopoulos, George 
Vowels, Scott 








10 - small 
  




Heating Plant (WKU) 
Parking tickets 










Willey, Mrs. Warner 
Wilson, Avis 





WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - W Surnames 









10 4x5, 5x7 
Downing University Center (WKU) 
Helm Library (WKU) 
Sacrey, James (2) 
Schollenberger, Barry (2) 





Stephan, Mrs. L.B.  
Stickles, Arndt 
Stickles, Mrs. Arndt 
Sturgill, Claude 



























Elam, Jack (3) 
Evans, Eugene (3) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - E Surnames 
Football Description Subjects 
PC F4233 
Lee, David (3) 
Leiper, Macon (3) 
Loudermilk, Mrs. C.A. 
Lucas, Marion (3) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - L Surnames 
Description 
PC F6511 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Travelstead, Nelle 
























L.T. Smith Stadium (WKU) 
Page, George (2) 















Crowe-Carraco, Sarah Beth 
Crowe-Carraco, Will 
Students 






WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Harrison, Lowell 























WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Diddle, E.A. 
Soldiers Description Subjects 
PC F3509 







University of Minnesota 
Zacharias, Donald 


















Frank Cain donation 
Joe Glowacki donation 
  











Joe Glowacki donation 
  




WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Diddle, E.A. 
Description 















































Centre College, KY 
























Diddle Arena (WKU) 
Diddle, E.A. 
















WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Diddle, E.A. 
Cheerleading Description Subjects 
PC F2599 




Beta Theta Pi 
Centre College, KY 
Coleman, J.F. 













WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Diddle, E.A. 












Heating Plant (WKU) 
Yarbrough, H.M. 
Yarbrough, Mrs. H.M. 
Yarbrough, Nancy 
Yates, Charles 







WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Y Surnames 
Boilers 






11 - 2 4x5, 1 5x7, 1 4x6 
Carpenter, James (4) 
Carroll, Faye 
Carron, Chris 
Claggett, J.H. (2) 
Clapp, Frank 
Corts, Paul (3) 
Crume, Frances 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - C Surnames 
Description 






WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Hornback, Ted 
Description 
PC F1631 
1 - 4x6 
Hellstrom, Ward (3) 










Hughes, Luther (6) 
Hughes, M.O. 
Hulsemeyer, Jeff 
Hunter, Lavinia (4) 























House, Stephen (3) 
Hughes, Carol (5) 









Smith, Joe  
Strahm, Mrs. Franz 
Stronks, William 
Stroube, William (3) 
Sumpter, Ward 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - S Surnames 
Sports cards Description Subjects 
PC F1639 WKU Archives Faculty/Staff - F Surnames 






Description Subjects UA1998-52 donated by Mary Geiger; UA2001-63 donated by ? Vertrees 
  
Downing University Center (WKU) 
Ferriell, Frank (6) 
Flynn, Jim 
Ford, Marion (2) 







Grise, Mrs. Finley 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - G Surnames 
Description 
PC F1641 
10 - 4 small; 3 4x5 
Calloway, James 
Campbell, Kent (2) 
Canon, Mrs. E.H. 
Combs, Whitney 
Cook, Billy 
Cooper, R.E. (2) 
Cornette, James (2) 
Cowles, Mary (2) 
Crume, Charles (3) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - C Surnames 
Sports cards Description Subjects 
PC F1643 
10 - small 
Davis, Brinton 
Davis, Vonda 
Day, Lotta (2) 








Doll, Howard  
Downing, Alex 
Dunn, David 





8, 1 4x6 
Lenihan, Jack 
Lillard, Joseph 
Livingston, David  
Long, Curtiss (2) 
Long, John (2) 
Longmire, Martin 
Magnifying glass 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - L Surnames 









Murphy, Frederick (10) 




















Motion picture industry 































Wallace, Kyle (2) 
Wallace, Liz (2) 
Walz, Elizabeth 
Wassom, Earl (4) 
Watkins, Lee 
Watson, Thomas (3) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - W Surnames 
Description 







Description Subjects 10 - 5x7 
UA1998-52 donated by Mary Geiger 
UA2001-63 donated by ? Vertrees 
  
College Heights Herald 
Smith, Shelly 
Welch, Bob 







Woods, Elizabeth (4) 
PC F2915 
Environmental Sciences & Technology (WKU) 





Tyler, Sara (2) 
Weather Station (WKU) 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - T Surnames 
Uniforms Description Subjects 
PC F6573 
Uveges, Joseph 










































Wilson, Gordon (10) 
Thompson, Kelly (3) 








UA2013-82 donated by Jane Baker 
  
Hawkins, ? 
Kentucky Building (WKU) 
Neal, Julia 
Orendorf, Martha 





UA2000-14 donated by Barbara Ford 
  
Edens, William 





Coohill, Thomas (7) 
Crowe, Crawford (5) 
Herpes 
Solar simulators 
WKU Archives Faculty/Staff - C Surnames 
Archives 





Forrester, Charles (3) 
Fost, Carolyn 
Foster, Connie 



















WKU Archives Faculty/Staff - D Surnames 
Description 
Slide Binder 1 S496-S499 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Harrison, Lowell 
Slide Binder 3 S1326-S1337 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff - Harrison, Lowell 
Slide Binder 3 S1409 WKU University Archives 1990 Faculty/Staff - Trapassa, Michael 
Classrooms Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1700 
Sanderford, Paul 








Slide Binder 4 S2264 WKU Archives Faculty/Staff - Gray, Elmer 
Container Folder 
UA1C3.3 
Creator Date Title 
UA1C University Archives Photograph Collection Series 3. Portraits Subseries 3. Students and Alumni 
Subseries 
WKU Archives 







Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C3 Linked to 
CD Box 1 CD5 











MC6 Drawer 2 
Martin, Clarence 





Negative Binder 1 N323-N324 
See also UA94/6/1 Cook Scrapbook for additional images. 
  
Cook, Anna 
Cook, Betty Jo 




Negative Binder 7 N5593-N5595 
Barnes, Shirley 




OS Box 19 4 WKU Archives 1950-1951 Students/Alumni - Oldham, John 








OS Box 31 15 
digitized 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Barnett, Jeff 
Football players Description Subjects 
OS Box 32 1 

















Theatre & Dance (WKU) 























OS Box 38 23 
Brame, Lawrence (2) 
Lindsey, Dale 
Mutchler, John 





OS Box 69 1 
Diddle Arena (WKU) 
Randel, Bill 
Randel, Kathy 
WKU Archives 1974 Students/Alumni 
Description 


















McCoy, Mike (2) 
McDaniels, Jim (2) 
Williams, Porter (2) 




OS PC FOS23 
Barber, Jimmy (2) 
Bell, Mark 




OS PC FOS26 
Mee, Darnell 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
OS PC FOS82 
Rose, Susan 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - R Surnames 
Gymnasts Description Subjects 
OS PC FOS87 
Krausman, Robert 













OS PC FOS164 
Pearce, Sarah 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - P Surnames 
Description 
OS PC FOS164 
Reed, Michele 
  
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - R Surnames 
Basketball players Description Subjects 




WKU Archives Students/Alumni - P Surnames 
Fraternities & sororities Description Subjects 
OS PC FOS109 WKU Archives 1977 Students/Alumni - M Surnames 
Dance Description Subjects Mager, Mary Ann 
Mahew, Mark 
Montpellier, France 
Theatre & Dance (WKU) 
OS PC FOS133 
Watkins, Gayle 
WKU Archives 1979 Students/Alumni - W Surnames 




Abdul-Jabar, Kareem Jr. 
Adams, Buddy 
Allen, Fred  
Allen, Sam 
Allen, W.C. 
Anchors, Brad (5) 
Anderson, Barbara 
Anderson, Ricky (3) 
Anthony, Richard (2) 
Antone, Ralph (2) 
Augusty, Jack (2) 














Bryant, Teddy Johnson 
Buchanan, Pauline 
Bueker, David (2) 
Cars  
Kappa Delta 












Kilcoyne, Donna (2) 
Kim, Song Ho 




Knight, Kathy (2) 
Miss Western 











Fraternities & sororities 







Rogan, Alfred (3) 
Rogers, Howard (5) 
Russell, Joseph 
Russell, Clem 
Russell, Thomas (2) 
Rutledge, Wiley 
PC F128 
Schaffer, Jimbo (2) 
Schrenk, Naomi 
Scrivo, Kathy 
Sherley, Joe (2) 
Shibira, Jimmy (2) 
Siwicki, Tom 
Smith, Corey (2) 
Smith, Donald (2) 
Smith, Fred 
Snodgrass, Gary 
Solley, Bill (3) 
Sowders, Christine 
Spain, LaDonna (2) 
Spillman, Ken 
Stewert, Chris 



















Tussey, Tom (6) 









Clark, Sandy (2) 
Clay, Orlando (2) 




Conner, George (3) 
















Fraternities & sororities 
Description Subjects Kappa Delta 
Marshburne, Joe 
Marshburne, Kevin 
McVoy, Edwina (2) 
McKee, Harold 
Miller, Denishia (2) 











Joiner, Kim (2) 
Jones, Amy 
Jones, Terry 
Jones, Tom (8) 
Kappa Delta 





Fraternities & sororities 
Description Subjects 
PC F7212 
UA2005-08 donated by John Padgett 
  
Donovan, Herman (3) 
Downing, Joe 
Dunn, D.Y. (12) 
Durbin, Anne 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - D Surnames 
Fashion photographs Description Subjects 
















Pearl, Mary Joyce 



















Purdom, Mary (3) 
PC F2949 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Downing University Center (WKU) 
Home Management House (WKU) 















Irwin, Charles (2) 
Irwin, Scott 
Isaacs, William Owen 
Isenberg, Barbara 
Ivey, Bessie B. 












2 - 4x5 












Scholarships - Alumni 
Yeater, Coach Julia 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Fashion photographs 









Description Subjects Gaiter, Mimi 













Van Buskirk, Mary  
Vance, John (3) 
Van Meter, Ray (3) 
Vantrease, Ann 
Vanzant, Annie 
Vathy, Richard (2) 
Vaughn, Tyra 
Venables, Troy (2) 
Vessels, L. 
Vinegar, Tony (2) 
Vizzari, Roccy 
Vorhees, Jim 
Vrbas, Mark (2) 













Warren, Ivory (2) 
Watson, Gary (4) 
Watterson, Danny (2) 
Whit, Richard 
White, Ray (2) 
Wilson, Derrick 






Woodward, Brian (2) 
Wright, Chris (2) 


























WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Stansbury, Edgar 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F394 
10- 4 small 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Cherry Hall (WKU) 




Yates, Charleen (2) 
Yates, John Albert 














WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Y Surnames 
Marching bands 

























Buren, Bill (3) 
Burt, James (2) 








Class of 1979 (WKU) 
Ferry, Kevin (3) 
Fischer, Cindy (3) 
Fisher, Anna (2) 























Nelson, Mark (2) 
Nethery, Mark (4) 
Nichols, Charles (2) 













digitized, autographed images - do not pull originals 




Beck, Jeff (2) 
Begel, John (2) 
Bent, Silas 
Bereiter, Tim (6) 
Bilotta, Joseph 
Bledsoe, David (2) 
Brazley, Carl (2) - do not reproduce 
Broady, Gary 
Browning, Brian (2) 
Burden, John (6) 
Bush, Jennifer 
Butler, Chris (6) 
Glucksman, Lew 
Glucksman, Loretta 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1839 
Carpenter, Richard 
Chaffin, Susan (7) 
Clark, David 






Scholarships - Alumni 














Page, Oscar (2) 
Page, Tony 













Page, Jeff (2) 
Paige, Debra 
Patton, James (2) 
Payne, Mitchell (2) 
Pearce, Daisy 










Spirit Masters (WKU) 





















Puryear, Mary Elizabeth  (4) 
W Club (WKU) 
Who's Who 














WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Perry, Kenny 
Description 




Description Subjects Feistritzer, Nancye 
Rascoe, Nancy 
Roberts, Louise 
Robinson, Phyllis (3) 
Roddy, Jim 
Roemer, Joseph (2) 
Rogers, Don 











Rabold, Chris (2) 






Robinson, Chris (4) 
Roby, Sharon (3) 
Ross, Tom (2) 








Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Ralston, Al 













Rhoads, Mabelle (2) 
Ring, Tim 
Robertson, Charles 
Romine, Keith (2) 
Ryan, Philip (2) 













PC F5506 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Bowling Green Business University (Ky.) Description Subjects Sanders, Robert Lee 
Sands, Paul 




































Scarbraugh, Gilbert Leroy 
Schenk, Martin (2) 
Schuette, Shirley 
Scott, Lavinia (2) 
Settle, Margery L.  
Shelby, Vincent 
Shelton, Juanita 
Sherrell, Curtis G.  
Shipp, Sarah 
Shipp, Todd (2) 
Showalter, Tina 
Showalter, Victor 
Shutt, Mary James 
Simpson, Helen 
Simpson, John C. (2) 
Siwicki, Martha 
Smith, Greg (2) 














Description Subjects Military Ball 
Ivan Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Satterthwaite, Marc  
Scarborough, John 






















Settle, Mitch (2) 
Shanton, Johnn 
Sharer, Jack 
Sharp, Michael (2) 
Shirley, Eldon B. (2) 











Stuart, Flora  
Sweat, Nora (2) 
Swiler, Todd 
Warfield, L.O. 









WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Smith, Dwight 
Basketball players 










See also UA1C6 Events - Dewey Smith Day 




PC F5478 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Shelton, Earl 
Basketball players Subjects 
PC F5834 
Mefford, David 
Scott, Ewell Ray 
Sego, Wilburn Otis 
Seitz, R. Owen 
Settles, Paul W.  
Seward, Carolyn 









Shelton, Marjorie Marris 
Sherrard, James 
Simons, Rhoda C.  
Simpson, George 
Sims, Daniel 
Slaton, Mary Brauk (2) 










Strode, Wendell (3) 
Strother, Fannie (2) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Biplanes 




Eastern Kentucky University 
Houston, Daryl 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Taggart, Willie 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F195 
Samuel, Doug 
Schell, Merrill (2) 






Shobe, Tim (4) 
Shrewsbury, Jim 
Slaton, Robert 
























Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Miss Western 
Proctor, Bob 
Scholarship - Alumni 




















Renean, Caroll (2) 
Riggins, Suzanne 
Roberts, George  
Rochelle, Holly 
Rose, Bill 
Rose, David (2) 
Russell, Steven 
Rutan, James (2) 
Rutan, Lillian 
Ruter, Charlie 
Rutledge, Paul (2) 
Tiaras 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - R Surnames 
Beauty contestants 
















Show, Larry David 
Showalter, Tina (4) 
Shuck, Jerry 
Shuffett, Joffre Thomas 








Sosh, Woodson W.  
Sowders, Maj. John 
Stanley, Ruth Ellen 
Steger, Sam 
Strahm, Louise 
Strowosky, Philip J.  






Half, Kitty (2) 
Harris, Noel (2) 
Hartford, Charles 
Hemer, Margaret 
Henley, John (2) 
Hensgen, Nick 
Hill, John 
Houston, Todd (2) 
Howerton, Guy 
Hubbard, Laura 
Huggins, Mary (2) 
Miss Western 
Proctor, Bob 
Scholarships - Alumni 













Scholarships - Alumni 
Tandy, Erik 
Taylor, Hal 





Todd, Harry (3) 
Troutman, Dan (2) 
Tucker, Dan 
Tyler, Robert (2) 











Description Subjects Environmental Sciences & Technology Buildng (WKU) 
Marable, David 
Martin, Mary 










Scholarships - Alumni 
PC F441 
Bailey, Beth 
Bartley, ? (2) 
Berry, John 
Berry, Linda 














Davenport, Tim (2) 
Davis, Arthur (2) 
Davis, Robert 
DelBuono, Diane (2) 
Dillard, Charles (2) 
Drewry, Betsy (7) 
Meredith, Thomas 
Miss Western 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - D Surnames 
Beauty queens 












England, Gene (5) 
Etscorn, Frank (2) 
Evans, Dwayne (2) 




Ogden College of Science & Engineering (WKU) 
Sigma Chi Award 





























Lowendick, Bill (2) 
Loyd, Virgie 
L.T. Smith Stadium (WKU) 






Nation, Karen (2) 
Neely, Chuck 





Nullins, Carol (2) 
Ogden Trustees Award 
Pearce-Ford Tower (WKU) 
Quadathalon 
Rodes-Harlin Hall (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - N Surnames 
Beauty contestants 
Awards 












Six, Mark (2) 
Sloniker, Harvey (2) 
Sowers, Mary (8) 
Storer, Douglas (2) 
Suggs, James (2) 
Sullivan, Stacy 








McChesney, James (2) 
McClung, Aaron (2) 
McCombs, Joey  
McCubbin, Tammy (2) 
McDonald, Kelly (2) 
McFadden, Gene 
McGinley, Paul 
McGrath, Todd (4) 
McKenzie, Jack 
McLane, Kyle  
McMahon, Jason (2) 
McNeil, Pat 
Miss Western 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Mc Surnames 
Beauty queens 
Basketball players 






PC F463 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Description Subjects Barton, Steve 
Carter, Jay (3) 
Carter, Lee 











Collins, Brian (2) 
Crain, Candy (2) 
Curry, Becky 
Cuzzort, Larry  
Dalton, Peter 
Downing, Dero 





























Penoyer, Peter (2) 
Perkins, Wayne 
Peters, Brenda 
Peyton, Jennifer (3) 
Price, Mary 
Scholarships - Alumni 
Sigma Chi Award 










Description Subjects Daniels, Pete 
Danzy, Quon 
Darland, Lance  
Davidson, Donna 
Davidson, Kitty (2) 
Davis, Jay  





Doyle, John (4) 
Durso, Dennis (8) 
Dwyer, Mary (2) 
PC F2967 
Pearson, Sam (3) 
Phillips, Hal 
Pittman, Curley 
Posey, Terry (7) 
Potter, Craig (9) 
Preston, Eddie (2) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - P Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1019 
Sanborn, Bob (3) 
Sansbury, E.B. 
Smith, Doris 
Schmidt, Jim (9) 









Stopyra, Joe (4) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1023 
Smith, Darryl (11) 
Spillman, Claude (5) 
Spillman, Harold (6) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1030 
Roof, Lin (4) 
Rose, Bob (4) 
Rose, R. (1) 
Rusnock, Richard (14) 
Rusnock, Steve (4) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - R Surnames 




Harris, Jerry (4) 
Heath, Walter 
Holder, Larry (4) 
Hreben, John (8) 
Huber, Rick (4) 
Humble, Jerry (6) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1155 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - G Surnames 
Description Subjects Galpin, Tracy 
Gay, Victoria (2) 






Green, Jesse (5) 
Greenaway, Tom (4) 
Greschel, Brian (2) 
Blacks 
PC F1516 
Citron, Carl (1) 
Clayton, Craig (10) 
Coker, Allen (1) 
Connelly, Mike (10) 
Cooper, Anthony (8) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1518 
Carter, John (8) 
Chapman, Wilson (9) 
Citron, Carl (8) 
Cosante, Don (5) 
Curnette, Mike (3) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1519 
Maskill, Bill (3) 
Mason, Joe 
Massey, Jim (2) 
Meredith, Thomas 
Meyers, Dan 
McGrath, Bob (12) 
Miller, Deborah 
Miller, Tracie 
Mize, Jennifer (2) 
Myers, Rusty 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 







Ballowe, Tommy (4) 
Barber, Jim 
Bare, Steve (2) 
Barrett, Sheroid 
Blackburn, Mark (2) 
Brittentime, Paul (2) 
Brizendine, John (9) 
Bruce, Buddy (6) 
Burt, Andy (2) 





PC F1521 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Klenz, Dave 
Football players Subjects 
PC F1542 
LaSalvia, Jerry (11) 
LaSalvia, Jim (12) 
Ledesmy, Roberto 





College Heights Herald 




Turner, Tom (9) 









UA1998-80 donated by Dorothy Dodson 
  
Bates-Runner (WKU) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1986 (WKU) 
Class of 1990 (WKU) 
Colonnade (WKU) 
Daniel, Bob (2) 














Dulaney, Vernon aka Duke 
Duncan, Anne 
Duncan, Harry 
Duncan, Mrs. Harry 
Dunn, Mike 
Duvall, Sherie 













Black Awareness Week 
Gilbert Hall (WKU) 
Helm-Cravens (WKU) 









Murray, Roscoe (2) 
Murrey, Bill 
Pearce-Ford Tower (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 
Architectural elements 
Arches 










WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Beck, Ron 








Haynes, Billy (3) 
Hendrick, Nancy 
Hevia, Cary 
Hibbet, Tommy (3) 
Hicks, Pearl (3) 
Higgins, Rick 
Hodge, Bob (2) 
Hoskins, Ron 
Howard, William (2) 
McLean Hall (WKU) 
Miss B.U. 
Proctor, Bob 
Scholarship - Alumni 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 






















Fulmer, Joe (3) 
L.T. Smith Stadium (WKU) 
Moving In 























Carroll, Maris (2) 
Carter, L.R. 




















Pearce-Ford Tower (WKU) 
Proctor, Bob 
Scholarship - Alumni 
PC F4593 
11, 1-5x7, 3-4x5 






Oakes, Callie  
Oehle, Joyce 





Omatseye, Jimoh (3) 
Omatseye, Nkoyo 

























Carl Janusek Collection 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Sacca, Jimmy 
Football players Description Subjects 






Description Subjects Gordon Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Proctor, Bob 
Sanders, Andre (2) 
Sarakatsannis, Panny 
Sarrett, Bane 
Saylor, Arthur (2) 
Schneider, Troy (2) 
Scholarships - Alumni 
Scott, Jason (2) 
Sebree, Sherry 


















Kitchens, Mike (5) 
Knight, Charles (2) 
Koelndorfer, John 
Kokkola, Lorri 
Rodes-Harlin Hall (WKU) 














10 - small-2 
Agriculture (WKU) 
Balbot, Ben (3) 
Batten, J. E.  
Belcher, Walker 
Bensing, Troy (2) 




Brent, Frank (2) 
Brooks, John  






Butler, Jack (3) 
Class of 1973 (WKU) 








PC F229 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - G Surnames 











Geilear, Jonathan (2) 
Gentry, Shane (2) 











Reitcheck, Allen (5) 
Rhorer, Ray 
Rice, Frances 
Rice, Will (60 
Riggs, Shelby 
Riley, Joey 
Roberts, Travis (2) 
Robinson, Arnold (2) 
Robinson, E.S. 
Robinson, Fred (2) 
Robinson, Mrs. E.S. 
Rohrer, Birdie 
Rowland, Margaret 
Rutledge, Ed (2) 






PC F688 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Smith, Dennis 
Basketball players Subjects 
PC F231 
Black Awareness Week 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 






Johnston, Gaines (2) 





Jones, Sonny (2) 
Jordan, Tina (2) 







United States. Air Force 
Airplanes 
Description Subjects 






Description Subjects L.T. Smith Stadium (WKU) 
Watkins, Hamilton (4) 
Watts, Jonathan (2) 
Watts, Larmando (2) 
Weinle, Rob (2) 
Wells, Tony (2) 
Werner, Gary 
Wiist, Lance 
Works, Kellar (4) 
Wright, Harold (2) 




Baker, Ralph (3) 
Batsel, ? 
Beauchamp, Donnie 
Black Awareness Week 
Bough, Nancy (2) 
Brinkman, Randy 
Bronson, Steve 
Bushong, Paul  
Ogden Trustees Award 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 
Basketball players 
Awards 












Black Awareness Week 
Caldwell, James (J. A.) (2) 
Campbell, Mary  
Carlucci, Rich 
Chafee, Dorothy 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Class of 1963 (WKU) 
Class of 1967 (WKU) 












Cunningham, Steve (3) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Basketball players 











PC F241 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Basketball players 





Description Subjects Sadler, Darrell (2) 
Sampson, Richard (2) 
Schwartz, Eugene 
Shirley, Norman 
Shuffield, ? (3) 
Sledge, David 
Smith, Daron (2) 
Smith, Doug (2) 
Smith, Jack (2) 
Smith, Jamie 
Snell,  Chris (2) 
Snell, Kelvin (2) 
Spence, Neil (2) 
Steiff, Francis 






WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Warren, Billy 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
PC F2937 
9    1-4x5; 1-3x5 
Ballard, Barry (2) 
Barber, Tony (2) 
Barnes, Greg (2) 
Battle, Tom (2) 
Bauer, Robert 
Baute, Tony (2) 
Bawling, Harry 
Bean, Lewis aka Red Bean (4) 
Becht, Ron 
Blanton, Owen 
Bowling, Jim (2) 
Boyd, Rhonda (2) 
Braun, Laura 
Brown, John (3) 
Browning, Jewell (2) 
Bushong, Ralph 
Byrd, Tom 










Davenport, Bowman aka Bobo Davenport 
Davison, Dee 





Downing, Howard (3) aka Tip Downing 
Dulaney, Vernon (4) aka Duke Dulaney 
Dunn, Bill 
Dyehouse, Les 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - D Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 





Description Subjects 10   5-small 
Carson, Pam 
Cates, Bob  
Christofferson, Gail 
Clauson, John Mark 
Claypool, Ida Mitchell 





Cox, Mary (2) 
Cox, Nell 
Crawford, Aimee 
Crouch, Richard (3) 
Crowdus, William 
Crump, Paula 
Cullen, Joe (2) 
Cullen, Lou 
Cunningham, George 
L.T. Smith Stadium (WKU) 
PC F2935 





Gates, Pat (10) 
Glodd, Gene (2) 
Green, Al 
Greenwell, Cecil 
Griffin, Frank (4) 
Grimsley, Steve (4) 
Guy, Colleen 






Abell, Raphael (2) 
Abernathy, Dale (2) 
Abts, Mike (2) 
Adkins, Jeff (2) 
Akin, Carey (2) 
Akin, Gary 
Alford, John (2) 
Allen, Sha'Ronda 
Anderson, Barbara 
Anderson, Barry (2) 
Angsten, Tom 
Apperson, Greg (2) 
Arnold, Dallas (2) 
Arnold, Joe 
Arnold, Kenny (2) 
Ashby, Greg (2) 
Askins, Jeanette 
Asliner, Annabel 
Atkinson, Buddy (2) 
Atkisson, Carl 
Atwood, Darryl (2) 
Ayers, Robin 







PC F735 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - E Surnames 
Football players 
Talent shows 





Description Subjects 6 





Evans, Bernice (3) 
Evans, Rob 
Ezell, Nicole (2) 
Ezell, Susan 
Peay, Chris 





Mark, Gerard (2) 
Martin, John (2) 




Mimms, Terry (2) 
Montelli, Tom (2) 
Montgomery, Bubba (2) 
Moore, Elliott  
Morris, Orbrie 
Morris, Thelma 
Moutardier, Doug  




Myers, Craig  
Myers, Greg 






Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Padgett, Dave 




Parrish, Richard (2) 
Pawley, Bill 
Peeples, Jeff (4) 
Penn, William (2) 
Peoples, Erick (2) 
Percell, Leslie 
Persley, Janice 
Petty, Paul (2) 
Phelps, Larry 
Phillips, Dave (2) 




Price, Mike (2) 
Puckett, Louise 
Puckett, Mayme 
Pudlo, Walter (3) 
Pyles, Henry 





PC F801 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
























Hunter, Harold (2) 
Hunter, Mike 
Hurley, Shannon (m) 
Hurt, Jennings 
Blacks 
Fraternities & sororities 
PC F802 









Ogden Oratorical Contest 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 
Winn, Larry 















Zimmerman, Al (3) 
Zimmerman, Sally 
Zoeller, Chester 
Zoretic, Tom (3) 
Zwiesler, Joe (2) 
Zyjewski, Jeff 
Zielke, Larry (2) 














PC F804 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Steele, Siler 
Football players Subjects 
PC F805 















Solato, Jim (2) 
Soloman, Lester 
Sparks, Red 























PC F1064 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects Saddler, George (3) 
Saunders, Elwood 
Schrenk, Dale (2) 
Smith, Dorothy 





Smith, Marion (2) 
Smith, Mrs. William 
Smith, Nell 
Smith, Patricia 
Smith, Robert Donovan 
Smith, Robert Douglas 
Smith, Ruth (2) 
Smith, Sara (2) 
Smith, Sue (2) 




































WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Snider, Louis 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F1069 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Football players 
Veterans 
























































Veterans Village (WKU) 
PC F1070 
7 
Unclebach, Gene (2) 
Underwood, Mary 
Underwood, Shirley (3) 
Ungetheim, Brandon (2) 
Urban, Todd (3) 















WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Wilson, Robert 
Football players Description Subjects 




Description Subjects Anderson, Charles 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Diddle Arena (WKU) 
Robledo, Jorge 
VanCleave, Nell  
VanCleve, Annette (4) 
VanWinkle, Mary 
Vass, Grace 





Vincent, Matt  
Vincent, Raymond 
PC F79 
Agricultural Exposition Center (WKU) 




Ramsey, John (2) 
Rayburn, ? (2) 
Rector, Steve (4) 
Reed, Max (2) 
Robinson, ? 
Rocco, Row 
Roland, Jesse (2) 
Roll, Susannah (2) 
Rolle, Andrew 
Rose, Lorretta 










Anderson, ?  
Anderson, Keith 




Ward, Rob (2) 
Warmuth, Adam 
Weaver, Danny (2) 
Weimer, Wes 
Wilk, Nancy 
Williams, Connie (2) 
Wright, Jim 



























PC F104 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - O Surnames 
Description Subjects 9 - small 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 






O'Hara, Harvey (2) 
O'Neal, Helen 





























MacIntyre, Matt (6) 










Ogden Oratorical Contest 
Winn, Larry 








PC F110 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - E Surnames 
Blacks 
African Americans 






Fraternities & sororities 
Basketball players 
Description Subjects 10, 1-small 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Black Awareness Week 
Cars 
College Heights Herald 




Ellis, Kenny (8) 
Elrod, Leroy 













Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F114 
F114-1 donated by Margaret & Fonis Payne 
















Stone, Sue Lynn 















































Donated by Joe Glowicki 
  
Campbellsville College 
Labhart, Charlie (4) 
Laffoon, Alan 




Lee, Richard (2) 
Lehotsky, Vincent (2) 
Leneave, Kevin 
Leonard, ? 


























Thomas, Delmas (2) 
Thomas, Jamie (2) 
Thomas, Kevin (2) 
Thomas, Willie (2) 
Tiebout, Dean 
Towery, Bill (2) 
Travis, Scott 
Turner, Rod 
Turner, Vince (2) 
Turpin, Vance (2) 
Tweddell, ? (2) 










Alpha Delta Pi 
Alpha Kappa Psi 
Booher, Jody 
Booner, Jody 









Stockton, Joey (4) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Fashion shows 




Alpha Delta Pi 






















Champion, Paul (2) 








Cummins, W. Scott 
Forensics Team (WKU) 
Thompson, Kelly 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Football players 
Basketball players 








UA2001-63 donated by ? Vertrees 
  
Alpha Phi Alpha 




Horn, Tony, aka C.A. (2) 
Horning, Dennis (3) 
Howard, William (3) 
Hunt, Wilson aka Babe (3) 
Hunter, Ron (6) 
Huskil, Sam 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Football players 





PC F3085 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - J Surnames 
Description Subjects 10--    4x6-one 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Alpha Omicron Pi 














Fraternities & sororities 




Jones, Lawrence aka Deacon (2) 
Jones, Mary Alice (2) 
Military Ball, 1940 
Dance parties 
PC F3086 
Alpha Phi Alpha 
Greek goddess 
Noel, John 
Robinson Oratorical Contest 
Sigma Chi 
Walters, Pete 
Warner, B (?) 
Warner, Charlotte 
Warren, William A.  
Warrener, Anne 
Warrener, Bianche 
Washburn, Frances L.  
Washburn, Mildred (2) 
Washer, Sherrell 
Watkins, Byron (2) 
Watkins, Joe 





















Wyatt, Ben (2) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - W Surnames 
Beauty queens 
Athletes 



































Boatner, Victor V.  
Borders, Jerry 
Bowling, Joey 
"Make Mine Music" 
Watermelon Bust 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 
Homecomings 








F792-1, 2 donated by Margaret & Fonis Payne 
  
Alpha Delta Pi 
Darr, Terri 





Dudgeon, Ralph (2) 
Hardin Planetarium (WKU) 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 
Sigma Kappa 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - D Surnames 
Tug of war 
Basketball players 
Football players 
Fraternities & sororities 
Description Subjects 
PC F218 
Photo donated by Al Temple 
  
Gantt, Brian  
Gardner, Steve 
Gentry, Mike 




Gray, Bryan (2) 
Green, Jim 
Green, Lefton 
Griffiths, Jeff (2) 
Grimsley, Steve (2) 
Grogan, Doug 
Groves, Buzzy 
Gruesser, Paul (2) 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 










UA2001-63 donated by ? Vertrees 
  
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Nail, Richy (2) 
Nall, Jerry 
Nedd, Kevin (2) 
Neely, Mary 
Neisz, Homer (2) 








Nixon, Vernon (2) 
Nolan, Greg (3) 
Northern, Mary 
Norwood, David (2) 
Nunnally, Tom 
Nutter, Ray (2) 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 







UA2001-63 donated by ? Vertrees 
  
Saddler, ? (3) 
Sammons, Karen  
Schaad, James (2) 
Seagram, Greg 
Shoaf, Howard (2) 
Smith, Anita (2) 
Smith, George (4) 
Smith, Stan 
Snyder, Mike (2) 
Sparks, Theresa 
Stahl, ? 
Stemm, Wilson (5) 
Strong, Bill 
Sullivan, Mark (2) 







4 color press negatives of color image used in Talisman. 
  
Atkinson, Jim 






PC F2890 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - W Surnames 
Football players 
Basketball players 
Fraternities & sororities 
Description Subjects Donated by Al Temple and UA2001-63 ? Vertrees 
  
Alpha Phi Omega 
Wade, Rollin Bruce 
Waggoner, Mary 
Waite, E. E.  
Walczyk, Wanda 
Walker, Betty 







Wallace, Mary Jane 
Wallace, Nellie Leona 
Wallace, Robert Clifton (2) 
Waller, Lynn 









Ward, Dorothy (2) 
Ward, Ed (2) 
Ward, Joe 
Ward, Mary Emalyn 














Williams, R. W.  
Williams, Rubbye 
Williamson, Donald 













Description Subjects Hackett, John (5) 
Hamilton, Mike (4) 
Hanes, Ed (2) 
Hardin, Lonnie 
Harris, Darwin (5) 
Hickman, Bernard 

































Quan, Victor (4) 
Quisenberry, Thomas (2) 






Wagner, Bob  
Walheiser, ? 
Walters, ? 




Welch, Randy (2) 





Whitsell, Jerry (2) 
Williams, Porter 
Williams, Sidney (2) 
Willis, Rodney 
Winkenhofer, Mike (2) 
Woodward, ? (2) 






PC F277 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Description Subjects Cars 
Saddler, H. 
Schmidt, John  
Scruggs, ?  
Shelby, Harding 
Shelton, ? (2) 
Sinkfield, Antoni (2) 









Smith, Horace (2) 
Smith, Steve (2) 
Simpson, Pat (2) 
Singleton, Ken (2) 
Sonnenberg, Mark (2) 
Suffett, Garnet 
Spatig, Wilbur (3) 
Swan, Bob 





Class of 1911 






Miller, Charlie (2) 
Miller, Darryl 
Mills, John (6) 
Montgomery, Mike 
Mooney, Ben 
Morgan, Kobie (2) 
Morris, ? 
Smith, Wilbur 











Robinson, Bill (2) 
Rose, ? 
Rose, Tony (4) 
Rumble, Glenn (2) 
Runions, Tim (2) 
Ruter, Charlie (2) 









Bazzell, Jim (2) 
Benhart, Gene 
Blevins, Ray (4) 













Description Subjects Daniels, Bob (2) 
Davis, Danny (2) 
Day, Bill (5) 
DeRuzzo, Mark (2) 
Diddle, Ed Jr. 
Donisi, Steve (2) 
Douglas, William  











McKinney, Oran (6) 
McMahan, Mike (3) 
McNamara, Mickey 
McNeil, Shawn 
McVey, Keith (2) 













Edmiston, Bill (3) 
Edwards, James 
Edwards, William 
Embry, Chalmers (2) 
Emerton, Glin (2) 
Estelle, Carl (10) 








Schilffarth, Jeff  
Scott, Bill 
Shepard, Ronnie (2) 
Sledge, Todd (2) 
Simmons, George (2) 
Sinkhorn, K.W. (2) 
Smith, Elmo (2) 
Stevens, Glendon aka Jakie 
Stovall, Judy 







Haberlock, Walter (3) 
Hammond, Kenny (2) 
Hankins, Max 






Huter, Jim (2) 











Gilmore, Hal (3) 
Gish, Raymon aka Rip 
Gossett, Harry (2) 
Grant, ? (2) 




Greer, Kay (male) 
Greer, Tommy (2) 















Coleman, Linton (3) 
Cosby, Stephanie (2) 











Miller, Ferrell (4) 
Miller, Mike (10) 
Morris, James 
Murphy, Bryan (2) 














Description Subjects Acker, Margaret 
Adams, Annie 
Adams, Carl 









Anthony, Tony (2) 
Anthony, Vincel (2) 
Armstrong, David (2) 
Arnold, Ira 
Arrington, Larry 




Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Dillard, Gary 
PC F522 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Intramurals 
Kelley, Paul  
Key, Jon (2) 
Kieffner, ? (3) 
Kimball, Faith 
Kleykamp, Ray (5) 
Koesters, Willi 
Kowalewski, Dave (2) 
Krigbaum, Steve 















Lester, Clara Dee 
Lewis, Sara 
Likins, Louis Conway 
Lindsey, Adam 
Link, J. M.  
Logsdon, Katherine 
Logsdon, Mrs. Paul G.  





Long, Mrs. Anna Leach 
Long, Raymond 
Long, Tom (2) 
Lovell, Maxine 







Lytle, William T. 







PC F526 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 











Henry, Herb (2) 
Hicks, Pearl 
Holt, Preston (2) 
Holtzknecht, Ronnie 
Horn, Pat 






Benbrook, Tom (3) 
Berry, Ron 
Billups, Robin (3) 
Bohannon, Richard 
Bronner, Tarshia (2) 
Branstetter, Tamara 
Brooks, Chris (5) 
Browning, David (7) 
Burns, Marcus (4) 
Busa, Franklin (2) 
Downing, Dero 
Who's Who 








Daido, David (7) 







DeVries, Jim (2) 
DeWilde, Kaye (2) 
Dunagan, Leon (2) 
Duncan, Wayne (2) 









Bacon, Dennis (4) 
Bacon, Pedro 
Bahm, James 
Bailey, David (5) 




Bradley, Mike (7) 
Britt, John 
Brown, Hayward 
Brown, Robert (4) 
Bunton, Granville 
Butler, Jack  
Class of 1916 (WKU) 





















Pace, Tommy (2) 
Page, Cullen (2) 
Paige, Curt 
Paskett, Keith 




Perry, Jerome (2) 





Pierce, Richard (2) 
Pino, Chris (2) 
Pittman, James  
Porter, Barry 
Pryor, Phillip (2) 








Satterly, Marvin (2) 
Scott, Mike (2) 
Scruggs, Jim (3) 
Sebert, Shon (2) 








Stroud, Tony (2) 
Sundmacker, ? 
Swafford, Eric (2) 











Description Subjects Jackson, Aileen 
Jackson, Barbara 



















Johnson, Danny (4) 
Jones, Etheleen (2) 
Jones, Evelyn 
PC F535 
Magers, Lewis (2) 
Maher, Dan 
Miller, Jim 
Mills, John (5) 
Moore, Dickie 
Morehead, Bob 
Mosley, Alex (9) 
Mullins, Alan 








Alpha Omega Pi 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Cailles, Andrea 
Caldwell, Chris (3) 
Carey, Pete 
Carlson, Melinda (10) 
Carrico, Leigh 
Carter, Eric  
Carter, Juliane 
Caswell, Michael 







Cunningham, Dana (2) 
Cunningham, Steve 
Mitchell, ?  
Spirit Masters (WKU) 















Description Subjects 10, 6-small 
Basketball manager 













Grooms, Maurice (2) 
Gunnell, Jim (2) 
PC F540 
Waldron, Don (3) 
Walheiser, Mark 
Walker, Frank 
Walker, Scott (2) 
Wallace, Chandler (2) 
Whitfield, Brian (2) 
Wiggins, John (2) 
Williams, Buford 
Williamson, Mark (2) 
Witt, Chuck (4) 
Woodruff, Jack (2) 
Woodis, Lance 
Woods, Max (2) 








Carter, Renee (2) 
Chapman, Don 
Cherry, Cindy (2) 
Clark, Rodney (4) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Copeland, Mike (4) 
Cotner, Carrie 























Description Subjects Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Ping pong 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Walker, Penny 
Wand, Nellie 
Warren, Deanna (2) 





Whitney, Joel (8) 
Whittle, Howard 
Williams, Porter 




Associated Student Government (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 






Ray, Robert (7) 
















Student Government Association 









Associated Student Government 
Intramurals 
Tabor, Tom 
Tate, Bill (2) 
Taylor, Greg (2) 
Thomas, Brad (2) 
Thoms, Jimmy 
Tomek, ?  




Student Government Association 















Description Subjects Associated Student Government (WKU) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Falls, James 
Fatkin, Neil (3) 
Fawcett, Hazel 
Fawcett, Mike 
Ferren, Grover (2) 
Ferren, Mrs. G.E. 
Fiorella, Mike 
Fishback, Ronnie (6) 
Fogle, Corey 
Fogle, Willie (f) 
Fomas, Lanie (3) 
Ford, M.C. 
Ford, T.H. 
Forrest, Guy (3) 
Fowler, Claudia 
Franklin, Julia 




Student Government Association 
PC F557 
9, 2-4x5 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 









McConner, ?  






McNeil, Byrdie  
McPherson, Amy 
McWilliams, Eric (2) 
Preston Health & Activities Center (WKU) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 














PC F4595 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 
Description Madison, Mary E. (2) 
Magan, Beverly 
McDaniel, Mrs. Eula J.  





McHatton, Lois B.  
McIntosh, John 
McKibben, Elizabeth (Mrs. Floyd) 
McKinney, Billy 
McKinney, Gwyneth Jones 
McLillan, Carrie Jean 
McMillin, Ernestine 
McMillin, Ova B.  
McNeely, James 
Meador, Don Read  
Meador, Mary 
Meredith, Wilson H.  
Merritt, Hazel 
Miller, Aurelia Ann 
Miller, Bette 
Miller, Byron A.  
Miller, Clarese 
Miller, Clarese Elaine 
Miller, Emily Jane 
Miller, Emmett  
Miller, Fred D.  





Miller, Susan Schrendera 
Millett, Tim 
Milner, Sam (2) 




Haddock, William (2) 
Hale, Jim (2) 
Hall, John 
Hancock, Vince 
Hale, Wayne (2) 
Hallawell, Susan (2) 
Holcomb, John  
Hopkins, Reggie 
Hopkins, Ron (2) 
Howard, Romona 
Huff, Ray 
Kentucky State University 
Phi Beta Sigma 









Sauer, George (2) 
Scarborough, Mary (2) 
Scott, Larry (2) 
Seagram, Mike 
Smith, Ellen (2) 

























Brantley, Jerry (2) 
Breeze, Linda 
Brown, Carolyn (2) 
Brown, John 
Brown, Pam 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 










Associated Student Government (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Gabbard, Sherry (2) 
Gable, Chris 
Gatewood, Alice (3) 
Gilpin, Terry  
Godwin, William (2) 
Goodwin, Lucile 
Grant, Wendall (2) 
Gray, M. 
Green, R.P. 
Grice, ?  
Guillaume, Steve 
Student Government Association 









Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 




Manby, Mary (2) 
Mason, Candy (2) 
Mathis, Metta 
Matthews, Henry 




Mims, Nellie (2) 
Mobley, Hilton 
Montgomery, O.B.  
Montgomery, Ray 
Moore, Morrell (2) 
Moore, Ola 
Morris, Clarence 
Moss, Jim (2) 
Mullins, Maxine 








Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 








Jircitano, Chris (2) 
Johnson, Audrey (2) 
Johnson, Larry 






Jones, Lee (2) 
Jordan, Pearle 
Jorgenson, Mark 
Juett, Kim (2) 
Justice, Linda (2) 













Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 




Kaiser, Bill (4) 
Keith, Dulcie (2) 
Kendall, Glenn 




Killebrew, Forrest (5) 
King, John (2) 




























Class of 1914 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 




Elliott, Dewayne (2) 
Ellis, Carl (2) 











Old Stadium (WKU) 
Pilots 
Smith Stadium (WKU) 












United States. Navy. 




PC F850 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Awards 
Trees 














Smith, Alice (2) 
Smith, Bell 
Smith, Rebecca 
Smith, Richard R. 


























Associated Student Government (WKU) 
Glass, Reginald 
Student Government Association 





Associated Student Government (WKU) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 





Harris, Larry (4) 
Hayes, Harry (4) 
Heishman, Larry 
Hester, Eula 
Hester, Larry (4) 






Howerton, Robb (4) 




Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Student Government Association 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Track athletics 











Description Subjects Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 










Sledge, Randy (4) 












PC F1594 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - P Surnames 
Swimmers 
Golfers 
Description Subjects 5x7 + small 4 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1917 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 





























Poore, Ron (3) 
Porter, David 
Porter, Otis Mae (f) 
Portor, Alma 








Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Class of 1964 (WKU) 
College Heights Herald 
Lancaster, Jeff 
Langdon, Doug (2) 
Lashmit, William 
Laudenslager, Mike 
Lewis, ? (2) 



























Cartoons (Working drawings) 
Description Subjects 
PC F1601 WKU Archives 1916-1925 Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects Cameron, Helen 
Carpenter, Meredith 
Carr, Blanche 
Carter, John G. (2) 









Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Clay, Henry 
Claypool, Mrs. Hugh 














Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 





















Taylor, John  





Thomas, John (2) 
Thomas, Lynn 
Thomas, Mamie 























Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
Hale, R.E. (2) 
Hall, T.O. 
Hanes, ? 
Hardwick, Mrs. J. 









Hillyard, Mrs. F.H. 
Hogge, Eric (9) 
Holder, R.D. 
Holec, Dale (2) 
Holeman, Ruth 















Description Subjects Bailey, Katesie 













Beumel, Kathleen (2) 
Bewley, Margaret 
Bishop, J. 




Brandon, Steve (2) 
Brisco, ? 
Brooks, Tim (2) 
Brown, Hayward 
Brown, John 
Brown, Thomas (2) 
Bryant, Mrs. Reese 
Budd, John (2) 
Bunch, Leland 
Burton, J.D. 
Burton, John (2) 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Class of 1925 (WKU) 
PC F1605 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 

















Grimes, Geoffrey (2) 
Grubbs, Selby (2) 




McCormack Hall (WKU) 























Description Subjects Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 




Davis, Doug (10) 
DeBord, Scott 
DeMumbrum, Lawrence (3) 
Dickenson, L.T. 
Diddle Arena (WKU) 
Dodd, James 










Dunn, Goldie (2) 




Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Class of 1914 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
















Wildman, Lee (2) 
Williams, Annie 
Williams, Britt 



































Description Subjects Adair, Betty Jean 
Adams, Anna 













Allen, Vata (2) 
Allen, William Hugh 
Allison, Pauline 
Alpha Phi Omega 







Andrews, Don (2) 

















Class of 1914 (WKU) 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F1785 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Football 
Track athletics 
Description Subjects Barnes Campbell Hall (WKU) 
Cannon, ? 
Canoy, Brian 
Caple, Denny (3) 




Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Clay, Sheila (3) 
Clemens, ? 
Clopton, Donnye 




Cook, Gary (3) 
Cooley, Sean 
Cottrell, Marvin (3) 
Couden, Dan 
Cox, Kerry 
Crawford, Kurt (3) 
Cross, Dave (2) 
PC F1787 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Class of 1922 (WKU) 
Class of 1924 (WKU) 
Matthews, W.L. 
McElroy, Ruth 
McFarland, Mary Ida 
McIntosh, Nellie Jacks 
McKinney, Alma (2) 
McKinney, Elsie 
McLellan, Sarah 
McLemore, Harry Dale 
McMenamin, Beverly Joan 
McMullins, Lila 








Melton, Mary Ruth 
Mercer, John Y.  
Meredith, Herschel 
Meredith, Juanita 





Midkiff, Opal Mae 
Midkiff, Valva 
Milam, Theodore 
Miles, Betty K.  
Miles, James W.  
Miles, Joanne 
Miller, Annie Belle 
Miller, Charles 
Miller, Donald 
Miller, Dorothy Lee 
Miller, Earl 
Miller, Edward O'Neal 
Miller, Mary C.  





Mitchell, Merle F.  






WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 
Description 
PC F2155 




Hall, Heather (2) 
Hamilton, Samuel 





Hibbs, Rachel (2) 
Holmes, William  
Holt, Ann Holder 
Hoofnel, Nellie K.  
Hooker, R. Y.  
Hoopengarner, Shirley M.  
Hooper, Carole J.  
Hoover, Frances 









Hoskinson, Marjorie L.  
Hoskinson, Philip E.  
Houston, William R.  
Howard, Bill Joe 




Hughes, M. Virginia 
Hulen, Helen Ruth 
Humble, Hazel 
Humble, Omry E.  





Hunter, Earl Davis 
Hunter, Elizabeth 






Hutson, Woodfin Sr.  
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Description 




Description Subjects Basketball 
Class of 1916 (WKU) 
Schep, Erin 
Schultz, Rebecca 










Stokley, Lee (6) 
Stull, Elizabeth 
Sutton, Donna (6) 
PC F1381 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Barnes Campbell Hall (WKU) 
Hand dryers 
Ivan Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Spirit Masters 
Tackett, Christy (2) 
Tarleton, Stuart (3) 
Tarpley, Margaret 
Taul, Patricia 
Taylor, Mary (2) 










Todd, Jeff (2) 
Townsend, Laurie 
Travis, Fred 






WKU Archives Students/Alumni - T Surnames 
Bathrooms 










PC F873 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 





Description Subjects 10, 5-small 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Baggarly, Melissa 
Barnes, Greg (5) 
Barnett, Bob (6) 




Bennett, Kirby (6) 
Blair, Dawn 
Blankenship, Erin 
Blevins, Bert (2) 
Brandon, Steve (2) 
Briner, Lara 
Brittian, Kenneth 
Brooks, Tim (2) 
Brown, Yvonne (2) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F876 
6 small 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 
College Heights Herald 






















Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - D Surnames 














Alpha Phi Omega 
Bikes 
Cars 
Fender, Matt (7) 
Fields, Carolyn 
Fillman, Jay (2) 
Fischer, Andy (2) 
Fischer, Joy (2) 
Fitzpatrick, Francis 
Flanary, Randi 
Flowers, Rebecca (2) 








Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - F Surnames 














10 2-small; 1-5x7 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Basketball 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Gallagher, David 




Germishuizen, Steve (2) 
Gibson, Norma 
Giddy, Shawn (4) 
Gilbert, Mike (4) 
Godwin, William 





Graham, John (2) 
Green, Richard 
Gregory, Will (3) 
Greschel, Brian 
Grimsley, Steve 
Grumbach, Eric (2) 
Guffy, H.G. 
Guill, T. Elbert 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - G Surnames 





PC F881 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 







Description Subjects Alpha Phi Omega 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 




Hazzard, Mary (2) 












Houchin, William B. (2) 








Hume, Carrie (4) 
Hunnicut, Joe 
Hunter, Dominic 
Hunter, Karl (2) 
Mountaineering 
Rapelling 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F883 
9     small-8 
Alpha Phi Omega 
Jackel, Rich (2) 
Jackson, Kristie 
Jefferson, Lawrence (7) 
Jenkins, Terry (4) 
Johns, Carrie 
Johnson, Charlie (11) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - J Surnames 




PC F884 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - L Surnames 
African Americans 
Blacks 
Fraternities & sororities 






Lewis, L. L.  





Ling, Donna Sharon 
Link, William 
Lippo, Carolyn F.  
Lippo, Joseph W.  
Lisman, Laska Ann 
Little, Essie E.  
Littrell, Carolyn 
Lively, Gaye 
Lloyd, John (2) 
Lloyd, Maurice (2) 









Logan, D. Ray 
Logan, Lena 
Logsdon, Billy 




Long, Hoy R.  
Long, Mary Louise (2) 
Loudermilk, Charles A.  
Loudermilk, Rachel (Mrs. Charles) 





Lurding, Thelma P.  





Lyon, Lena Mae 
Lyons, Mary 
Lyons, Tommy 
Lysle, Jenny Ree 
Lytle, Ruth 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F885 




Markham, Ginger (2) 









Monohan, Patrick (3) 












Myers, Shellie (2) 
Spirit Masters 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 














Description Subjects Class of 1910 (WKU) 























































McCubbin, Mary (2) 
McGuffey, Deborah 
McMurtrey, David 
McNally, Karen (2) 
McWilliams, Eric (2) 
Minton, John 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Who's Who 




PC F888 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - N Surnames 
Description Subjects Class of 1914 (WKU) 























Nunn, Jenny (2) 
Nunn, Katharine 
Nunnelly, Alta 
Nusz, William (2) 



















Park, Larry (2) 
Parker, Andrew  
Paul, Charles A.  
Payne, ?  
Payne, Bobby (5) 




Perkins, Joe A.  











Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Student Government Association 















Alpha Phi Omega 
Cars 
Radford, Sharree 
Raley, Leonard (4) 
Rankin, Susan (2) 
Rapp, Tony 
Ray, Erica (2) 
Ray, Randy 
Reed, J.D. (2) 





Roberts, Johnnie (2) 
Robinson, Karen (2) 





Roston, Rod (5) 
Russell, Adrian 
Ryan, Todd  
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - R Surnames 













Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Seahy, Paul 
Silvey, Scott 




Smith, Tim (2) 
Snead, Dudley 
Somerville, Melissa (2) 
Spirit Masters 
Stallard, Nannie 
Standafer, Suzanne (2) 
Stith, Eliza 
Student Government Association 















Description Subjects Class of 1911 (WKU) 




Vancil, Tom (2) 




Van Meter, Leslie 
Vaught, Lisa (2) 
Vear, Don 
















































Blankenship, Bryan (3) 
Broderick, Carroll 
Brown, Eric 
Class of 1911 (WKU) 
Who's Who 











Description Subjects Bach, Naney 
Backer, Don 
Bacnuld, Harry 



























Basham, Greg  
Baugh, Lyle 
Baugh, Nancy 














PC F2985 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects Ball, Mattie 
Barnes, Marie 












































Description Subjects 10, 2-small 
Baxter, Roy 









Bennett, Kirby (7) 
Betz, Dave (2) 









































































Bottom, Raymond (2) 
Boyd, John 
Brazley, Carl (3) 
Burbage, Randell (3) 
Who's Who 










Description Subjects 10, 5-small, 3-3x5 
Bashear, John 
Bennett, Kirby (6) 








































Bryant, Eleanor (2) 





Description Subjects 10, 2-4x5 
Barrett, Sheroid (4) 
Betz, Dave (2) 
Bradley, Mary 
Bradley, Mrs. J. 













Brown, Claude (2) 
Brown, Dorothy (2) 
Brown, Farmer 
Brown, Frances 




















Description Subjects Beard, Craig 



























































Berry, Mildred (2) 
Berryman, Melvin 
Berthold, Dudley 
Blevins, Bert (2) 
Bracher, Dewey 
Brame, J.R. 
Brandon, Nina (2) 
Brantley, Don 










Brown, Robert (2) 
Brummel, Betty Jo. 
Bryant, Jennie 
Buckles, Dale 
Button, F. C.  
Spirit Masters (WKU) 











PC F3055 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 
Basketball 
Negatives 
Description Subjects Bennett, Mackie 
Bollinger, Joe (2) 
Boone, E. Winton 















































Brooms & brushes 
Sweeping & dusting 








United States. Army 
Description Subjects Barnes, ? 
Barnhill, Alta 
Batsel, James (2) 
Beck, Bessie 
Bedlock, Estella 
Best, Ruby (3) 
Blakemore, Ora 
Blevins, Matt 
Boston, Jeffrey (2) 
Boyle, Robert 
Brandonburg, Bob 


























Class of 1914 (WKU) 





Calvert Louella (2) 
Calvert, Jimmy 




Carey, John (4) 


























Caywood, Donna (3) 
Church, William (2) 
Clark, Carlton 
Conken, Judy (2) 
Cushenberry, Latrice 





PC F3326 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 



























































































Clark, ?  
Coles, Betty 
Collins, Steve (2) 
Cook, Mack (2) 
Pilots 
PC F3505 
Carpenter, Chip (6) 
Carter, David (4) 
Chamberlain, Michael 
Chambers, Minnie 
Chamness, Fan (2) 





























Colter, Ron (3) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F3629 
Cabb, Ollie 
Carpenter, Chip (2) 
Carrico, Steve (2) 









































WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 




Marines (Military personnel) 
Uniforms 
Kicking 









































Curnette, Mike (6) 








Description Subjects 10, 1-3x5 
Biles, Ed 




















Compton, Mrs. Henry 
Conder, Robert 


























PC F3630 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 





Description Subjects 1-3x5 
Caillouet, Larry 
Carter, Juliane (3) 
Class of 1931 (BGBU) 
Class of 1964 (WKU) 
Class of 1990(WKU) 
Cline, Opal 
Cooke, Jan, Jr. 
Corbin, Martha 
Corbin, Mrs. L.T. 








































Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F3631 


























Cross, Dave (8) 
Crouch, Donald 







Elrod, Turner (2) 
Griffin, Frank (2) 











Description Subjects 10, 3-4x5 








































Description Subjects 10, 4-small 
American Red Cross 
Baucum, Carolyn 
Chemistry (WKU) 
Class of 1971 (WKU) 






























































































Old Dominion University 
Palmer, Lori 
  


































Dowell, Mrs. Ed 
Downey, Dorothy 







Duffey, Larry (2) 
Kentucky Music Educators Association 
Nursing (WKU) 
Rhodes-Harlin Hall (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - D Surnames 
Cornets 
Music education 



















Description Subjects 10, 1-3x5, 1-4x5 
Daniel, Austin 
Davis, Marvin (3) 
Day, Mary  
































Durham, Shirley (2) 
Nursing (WKU) 
Who's Who 









































































Dyer, O.B. (2) 
Dyer, Virginia 











PC F3642 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - E Surnames 






































































Evans, Elizabeth (2) 
Evans, Margaret 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - E Surnames 
Description 




Description Subjects Class of 1914 (WKU) 
Earle, Guy (2) 
Eans, Shane (3) 
Edmonds, Mary 
Eikiletion, Dick 
Elliott, Dewayne (3) 
Ellis, Carl 
Elrod, Mike 
Embree, Danny (6) 
Englett, Mary 




















Ewing, Nathalee (2) 





















Faughn, Wilma (2) 
Faulkner, James 
Faulkner, Violet 
Feebach, Freda (2) 
Fegenbush, Alberta 
Felix, Cliff 























UA1999-8 donated by Belmont Forsythe - http://library.blog.wku.edu/2014/01/15/pig-in-class/ 
  
Farmer, Ray 
Field, Robert (2) 
Fields, Fayette (2) 
Fields, George 


























































PC F3713 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - F Surnames 
Description Subjects 4-small, 1-4x5 
Faith, Mark 








































Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Blacks 
Portrait photographs 





Description Subjects 4-small 
















































Description Subjects 3-small 
Class of 1972 (WKU) 



















Gardner, Paul (2) 
Gardner, Norris 
Gardner, Ross 
Gardner, Virginia (2) 
Garmon, Bob 
Garmon, James (2) 


















Gray, Mike (13) 
Grogan, Charles (2) 
PC F3731 
10, 5-small 






































Greer, Andre (8) 
















Description Subjects 1-small 
Anderson, Karl, Jr.  






































Gott, Amos (2) 
Gott, Carrol 
Gott, Prentice 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 






Description Subjects 2-3x5, 1-4x6 
Gates, Pat (2) 
Gleaves, Sara 


















































































































Grider, Mrs. B.C. 
Griffin, Judith 
Griffin, Margaret 
Griggs, Elliot (2) 
Grise, Dorothy 
Grise, Finley  
Gross, Stephen 
Power, George 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Trading cards 















PC F3737 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Track athletics 
Runners (Sports) 







































Holway, Vicky (2) 
Hood, Janice Jacquelyn 
Hooks, Carter 
Hooks, Hilda J.  
Hopkins, Richard (2) 
Hopper, John 
Horn, Karen 




House, Nell (2) 
Hughes, Isaac 
Hughes, Joe G.  
Hummer, Irby 
PC F3779 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Golf 
Track athletics 




Hadden, Eula (3) 






































Hund, Martha Lee 
Hunter, Karl (2) 
Kimon Hoegh (2) 












Hampton, Shelly (2) 
Hampton, William 
Harrison, Gerald 
Heater, Chikeeta (3) 







































Holmes, Dan (2) 
Holmes, Josephine 
Hood, Delphus 




Haire, Nute (4) 
Henderson, Martha 








Higgins, Sheila (2) 




















Holland, Wilma (2) 
Humphries, Kenneth 
Hunt, Howard (4) 
Leather jackets 
Who's Who 








PC F4228 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Football players 
Awards 


























Hightower, Mrs. Warren 
Hightower, Warren 
Hightower, Winogene (2) 
Hildreth, Dalla 
Hill, Anne 







Hulse, Sarah (2) 
Minton, John 
Who's Who 
PC F4288 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Football players 
Awards 































































































Hall, Heather (2) 
Harris, Martha 









Hart Carroll (2) 
Hart, Alice 
Hartford, Fuqua (2) 
Hartis, John 






















Hibbs, Rachel (3) 





Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
PC F4368 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Description Subjects 10, 4 small 






































10 3 small 
Big Brothers, Big Sisters 
Jenkins, Steve 
Johnson, Alzada 
Johnson, Barbara (2) 
Johnson, Carole 
Johnson, Eloise 







Johnson, Laura (2) 
Johnson, LaVonda 
Johnson, Leroy 
Johnson, Leslie (3) 
Johnson, Lila 
Johnson, Lillian (2) 
Johnson, Loraine 
Johnson, Marcella 
Johnson, Margaret (3) 
Johnson, Marilyn 




























Jackson, Merle (3) 
Jackson, Pauline 
Jackson, Sondra 
James, Martha L.  




Jenkins, Bennie (2) 
Jenkins, David F.  
Jenkins, Donald 
Jenkins, J. Lee 
Jenner, Ray 
Jennings, David Ross (2) 
Jennings, Donald 
Jent, Glen 












Jones, Bruce  
Jones, Dorothy 














Jones, Lindsey (2) 










WKU Archives Students/Alumni - J Surnames 






















Jones, Payton (2) 
Juett, William 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Who's Who 





























































Kixmiller, Fred (6) 
Kunkel, Mark (4) 
PC F4596 









































PC F4597 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - K Surnames 
Description Subjects 10 - 3 4x6 
Austin Peay State University 
Basketball, Women's 













































PC F4598 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - L Surnames 
Description Class of 1928 (WKU) 
Class of 1930 (WKU) 
Class of 1931 (WKU) 
Class of 1932 (WKU) 
Class of 1935 (WKU) 
Class of 1936 (WKU) 
Class of 1937 (WKU) 
Class of 1938 (WKU) 
Class of 1939 (WKU) 
Class of 1942 (WKU) 
Class of 1944 (WKU) 
Class of 1946 (WKU) 
Class of 1947 (WKU) 
Class of 1948 (WKU) 
Class of 1949 (WKU) 
Class of 1950 (WKU) 
Class of 1951 (WKU) 
Class of 1954 (WKU) 
Class of 1958 (WKU) 
Class of 1959 (WKU) 
Class of 1960 (WKU) 
Class of 1962 (WKU) 
Class of 1963 (WKU) 


















































Lovell, Billy Jane 
Lowder, Jewel Annette 
Lowe, Matt (4) 
Luttrell, Stan (3) 
Swimming 






Description Subjects Lacer, Donald 








































Lodmell, Carlene (3) 
Logan, Valerie (4) 
Louise, Nancy 
Lubicich, Gregory 
Lutz, Mike (2) 
Lyons, Andy 
Riflery 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F4600 
4 small 















Logsdon, Neil (6) 
Lovelady, Beulah 
Lunsford, Shea (2) 
Riflery 










PC F4602 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 













































Micatrotto, Joe (2) 
Mollenkopf, Ty (3) 
Blacks 




Description Subjects Major, Lee (2) 
Majors, Paul 
Malone, Mary 
Malone, Tarris (2) 













































Moser, Randy (3) 










































WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Dougherty, Russell 
Generals --United States. 




Class of 1914 (WKU) 
Ramsey, John 
Randolph, James 
Rediker, Richie (2) 
Reed, Michelle 
Reynolds, Kevin (2) 
Rickard, Darrin (2) 
Roberts, Harvey 




Ryston, Mel (2) 
Runner, Terry 

















Carey, John (2) 
Carpenter, Dante (11) 
Chambers, Maud 
Chenaut, Angela (3) 
Childress, Bobby 
Cioppa, Jim (2) 
Class of 1914 (WKU) 









West Hall (WKU) 





PC F1232 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - F Surnames 




























Frazier, John (2) 
Frazier, Wise 
Frederick, Todd 
Freeman, Neil (2) 
Fritz, Andrew 
Fritz, Paul 
















United States. Army 
Offices 
Swimmers 
Description Subjects Class of 1914 
Mahs, Sara Ann (Scott) 
Malone, Walt 

















































Class of 1914 (WKU) 
Class of 1915 (WKU) 
Fisher, Jim 
Helm-Cravens (WKU) 
Home Economics (WKU) 
Sanders, Edgar 
Sater, Arthur 





























Carts & wagons 
Offices 
Calculators 






United States. Army 
Description Subjects 
PC F2047 
Deweese, Larry (16) 
Football 






PC F1487 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - P Surnames 
Description Subjects Home Economics (WKU) 
Pace, R.F. 





























Payne, Mary (2) 
Pearson, Billy (3) 
Peters, Brian 
Phillips, Connie (2) 
Pinnix, Tenisha 
Pogue, P.J. 













Cantrell, J.C. (3) 
Caple, Robert 
Card, Michael (2) 
Carey, Ralph 
Carr, Robin (2) 
Cecil, Dennis (6) 
Clark, Michelle (6) 
Clark, Sadie (2) 
Class of 1967 
Claycomb, Bonnie Newton (2) 
Oldham, John 























WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 
Apartments 







PC F1636 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Description Subjects 4 small 
Baker, Evan 
Hackler, Mark (2) 
Hardin, Mary 
Hines, Walker 













Hornback, Daisy (2) 
Hornback, Raymond (3) 
Horne, Finis (3) 
Hughes, Leta 
Humble, Jerry 
Hunter, Wales (2) 
Huter, Jim (2) 
Hutson, J.B. 
Kelley, Edwin 







Hinton, Oscar (2) 
Hinton, Walker 
Hodges, Clarence 
Hodges, Ina N. 
Hodges, Ruth 






Hovious, Gary D.  
Howard, Elizabeth 













































Carter, Rod (2) 
Caswell, Rick 
Cavanaugh, Kent (3) 
Chapman, ?  
Chenault, Angela (2) 
Clark, Kathleen (2) 
Clark, Sadie (2) 
Class of 1910 (WKU) 
















Hutto, Mary aka Mary Peal (4) 
Phi Beta Sigma 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Soldiers 
Uniforms 




















McFadden, Gene (2) 
McNally, Mary 
Thompson Science Complex (WKU) 









George, Sean (2) 
Gillespie, Kathy 
Gluf, Ellen (4) 
Gordon, Nicole (2) 
Grimes, Randy (13) 
Gunnell, Jim (2) 

















Description Subjects Barangi, Rick 
Barbour, Kelly (2) 
Barnes, Shirley (3) 
Baucom, Ezra 
Bell, Dan 











Class of 1910 (WKU) 





Miss Black Western 
Thomas, Linda (2) 
Thompson, Elaine 
Thurman, Willard 
Travelstead, Mary (2) 
Triplett, ?  
Troutman, Marsha 
Turner, Carolyn 






















Eatherly, Tony (7) 
Edun, Shade 
Edwards, Calvin  
Edwards, Drew 
Edwards, Vic 
Estelle, Carl (3) 
Evans, Phil (4) 
Helm Cravens (WKU) 














Bryant, Richard  
Bryant, Rob 
Bryant, Shirley 
Buchanan, Tony (3) 
Buford, Larry 
Bulto, Tariku (8) 
Byrd, Tyrone (3) 
Cross Country 
Helm Cravens (WKU) 

















PC F1802 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - W Surnames 
Description Subjects Batsel, Paul 










Wall, Dresden (2) 
Wall, John 
Wall, Julia 
Wallace, Furman (3) 
Walters, Jed  
Ware, Gordon 
Warren, Tony 
Watkins, Joy (2) 



































McPeak, Dailey Austin 
McQuary, Ella May 
Meredith, Mrs. Mitchell 
Middleton, Kenneth (3) 
Miller, Greg 
Miller, Harold E.  









Miller, Sarah Adeline 













Mitchell, Mary Kathryn 
Mitchell, Maudean 
Mitchell, Ventrice (2) 
Monroe, Steve 




















Sparks, Don (2) 
Stoltzfus, Carl 
Steele, Tracey 

























Description Subjects Aaron, Mrs. Earl 
Abell, James 
Abell, Robert Lee 
Abell, Thad S.  




Adams, Linda Sue Sharp 
Adams, Marion 
Adams, Maude 
Adams, Ruby E.  
Adcock, Norma Jean 














Allcock, Curtis (2) 






Allen, Mrs. Lindsey 
Allen, Otis 
Allen, Ralph F.  














Anderson, W. O.  
Anderson, Weldon 
Anderson, Worth 
Andrews, James Gilbert 
Angle, Alice Alberta 
Angle, Sadie Eloise 








Armstrong, Betty Jo 
Armstrong, Robert 
Arnold, Genola Lee 
Arnold, Helen 
Arnold, Katharine De'heil 
Arnold, Kenneth 
Ashby, Katherine 
Ashby, Linda Faye 
Ashcraft, Eva 
Ashcraft, Pearle B. (2) 
Atchison, James 
Atherton, Ernestine 
Atkerson, Phillip Warren 
Aydlett, Jim 
Boys' Club of America 
Pearce-Ford Tower (WKU) 
PC F6638 











PC F6662 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - W Surnames 
Description Subjects 10 small - 4  
Audio Devices, Inc.  
African Americans 
Blacks 
Mount Laurel Contest, 1990 
Smith, Dave 







Welch, John (2) 
Wells, Helen 





Wilkerson, Sherry (3) 
Williams, Marcia (2, also negatives) 
Williams, Marlon 
Willis, Matilda 
Wilson, John (2) 
Withers, Nell (3) 
Wolfork, Vernon II 














































Stiles, John  


















Old Dominion University  
Smith, Anthony 
Southern Illinois University 
St. Francis University 
University of Louisville 
Wendy's Classic 






Alabama State University 
Austin Peay State University  
McNeal, Brett 
Old Dominion University 
Smith, Anthony 
University of Alabama - Birmingham 
University of Louisville 
University of North Carolina Charlotte 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
Wendy's Classic 












Description Subjects Downing, Dero 











































UA2005-12 donated by Nettie Harris 
  
Clark, Jim 
Oldham, Nettie (3) 














Donated by Joe Glowacki 
Haun, Jackie (5) 
Hosse, Ruth (4) 
Humphrey, John (3) 
Hunt, Pat (4) 
















PC F3749 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 




Sage, Kim (3) 












Stricker, Gregory (2) 
Swiler, Todd 








Haskins, Joyce (9)  
Haworth, Sandy 
Hayes, Tom (6) 
Hogg, Karen 
Tiaras 













Stalactites & stalagmites 
Helmets 
Description Subjects Temple, Ethel 
Terrell, Frank 
Terrell, Jane 
Terrell, Marilee F. 
Terrell, Paul 









Thom, Steven A.  
Thomas, Ann Jo 
Thomas, Doris 
Thomas, Doris C.  
Thomas, Joe Henry 
Thomas, John Jr. 
Thomas, Linda 
Thomas, Lota 




Thompson, Lucy Lee 



































Davenport, Mary (4) 
Davis, Barry (2) 




Duncan, Derrek (2) 
Garrison, Bill 
Meredith, Thomas 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Westerfield, Cheri 




























PC F3793 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - W Surnames 




Walke, Lee Ann 










































10 - 1-4x5; 2-3 1/2x5 1/2 
  
UA1992/90 donated by Asher Young 
  
Class of 1898 (PC) 
Football 














Young, Thomas (3) 






































W Club (WKU) 









Acree, Margie M.  
Adair, Carolyn 
Adams, Edna M. (2) 
Aldoo, Mary 
Alford, Elvis Smith 
Aliver, Charles 
Aliwell, Nick (3) 
Allen, Mary 
Alsup, Jeff (10) 
Anderson, Daniel 






















Description Subjects Wagner, Jean 

















Winter, Shaun (3) 
Wolf, Randall 
Woltrip, Craig 
Wright, Tom (2) 
Wyatt, John 
PC F214 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - W Surnames 
Swimming Description Subjects Waddell, James 
Wadlington, Dorothy 
Walker, Elizabeth 









Ward, Daniel V. 
Ward, Joe 











Wilkins, William M.  












Willis, Lorraine (2) 
Willis, Norma 
Willis, William 
Wilson, Emma Ryleen 
Winfrey, Catherine 
Winfrey, Marcia 
Winstead, Mrs. Ray 
Wood, Harold 
Wood, Malta Parker 
Wood, Mary 
Wood, W. L.  
Woosley, Raymond Leon 
Wooten, Llewellyn 
Wooten, Mary Frances 







Wafzig, Jim (7) 
Walker, Paul 




Westerfield, Clifford (2) 
Willis, Georgia Prewitt (2) 
Willoughby, Opal 
Witcher, Katashia 
Woodruff, Charles (6) 
Woods, Jimmy (5) 





Lacey, John (8) 
Laferty, Brian 
Lair, Chris (2) 
Largen, Breck 




Loggins, Jimmy (3) 
Logsdon, Neil (4) 




WKU Archives Students/Alumni - L Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F984 
Ledbetter, Bob (6) 




Lucky, Tom (11) 
  
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - L Surnames 
Football Description Subjects 
PC F1136 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
World War I, 1914-1918 
Airplanes 
Description Subjects Edward VIII 
Mitchell, Billy 
Pilots 
Sander, Jack Elvis 
Sanders, Barbara Ann 
Sanders, Elizabeth 
Sanders, Everett 
Sanders, Glena Marie 
Sands, Marjorie (Margie) (2) 
Sauer, Golda 
Saulman, Earl 
Savely, Nell (2) 
Schaffer, Gary R.  
Schneider, John (2) 
Schuler, Mel 
Schuler, Mrs.  
Schureck, William A.  
Shelton, Joyce 
Shirley, William C.  
Shuffett, Garnett Lee 
Shultz, John 
Shutt, Anna Margaret 
Simmons, T. C.  
Simons, Margaret 
Simons, R. E.  






Smith, Lagatha J. (2) 
Smith, Russell 
Smith, Winifred Agnes 
Sparks, Stephanie 
Spires, Stephen 
Staples, William C.  
Stinson, John 
Strahm, Victor  
Stoot, Alice Virginia 
Swinney, Glennie Mae 
Windsor, Edward 





Description Subjects Mabe, Charles C.  







Magurean, Mary Patricia 
Mahurin, Clarence Jr.  






McCoy, Mike (2) 
McCune, Emma 
McDaniel, Ivan 







McKinney, E. G. 
McLellan, Carolyn 
McQuitty, Phil (3) 
McWhorter, Oleta 
Meade, Linda 


























Markiewicz, Dave (2) 








Meter, Kathy Van (4) 
Millar, John (2) 
Mimms, Cecilia (3) 
Mobley, Dave (3) 
Morgan, John 
Morton, Wendy (4) 
Munro, Ross 









Description Subjects 5-small, 1-31/2x5 
Rakestraw, Bobby 
Ray, Betty (2) 
Redd, Obie Bernard 
Redford, Thomas S.  
Redman, Virginia  
Redmon, Charles Harrison 
Regenauer, Mary 
Regenauer, William 
Reid, Charles (2) 
Rennick, Thomas 
Rice, Daisy Nell 
Rice, Harold 
Rice, Susie 































Ringo, Kathleen (2) 
Rinne, Konrad William 
Rippey, Ann 
Ritchie, Ricky (2) 
Ritter, Patsy (2) 
Rives, Faith 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F2443 
Bradford, Julie 






Ray, Tony (3) 
Rickord, Mike 
Riflery 
Roberts, Tony (6) 
Rupe, Carol (3) 













Description Subjects 10, 2-4x5 
Reff, Mike 
Revich, Yuri 
Rogan, Al(fred) (12) 
Russia 
Rutledge, Michael (12) 




Hopkins County, KY 
Livingston County, KY 
Mansfield, ShaRae 
Martin, Jan 
Martin, Linda (6) 
McCulley, Danielle (4) 
McGinnis, Jennifer (2) 
McReynolds, Jill 
Milner, Wendy (2) 
Minor, Stephanie (5) 
Moore, Christie 
Morrow, David  
Mulwitz, Leslie 
Murphy, Michelle 
Poland Hall (WKU) 
Scottsville, KY 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 

















Van Bussum, Robert 
Van Cleave LaVerne 
Van Fleet, Douglas 
Van Metse, C. H. Jr. 
Van Riper, Raymond 
Van Slyke, Rick (4) 
Vance, Joseph 
Vance, Margaret 
Vance, Margie L. (2) 
Vance, Ray 




Vaughn, Mary Elizabeth 
Vaughn, Olivia 
Veech, Ann 
Veitscheggar, Rodney (2) 
Vennick, Mike (2) 
Vettiner, Charles 
Vicars, Irene (Mrs. James) 
Vicars, James M.  
Vincent, Haskell Homer (2) 
Vincent, James 
Vincent, James 
Vincent, Linda H.  
Vinson, June 
Vinson, Lula 
Von Allmen, Margaret 
Votteler, Kenneth 




PC F2252 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - T Surnames 














Timmons, J. D.  
Tipton, Andrew 
Tipton, C. E.  
Tipton, Robert 
Tisdale, Marjorie 
Toll, Minnie Lou 
Tolle, Frances 
Tompkinson, Lucy May 
Tooley, Hazel Annette 






Towery, Dixie Leonard 
Town, Marjorie (2) 
Trabue, Edith 
Trail, G. C.  
Traughber, Don Eugene 
Travelstead, Mary Lee 
Travis, Martha 
Traylor, Orla Forest 
Trivette, Donald 
Troutman, Lois 
Troyer, Margaret Hodges 
Truman, Elizabeth 
Trumbo, Shannon 
Trusty, William  
Tubb, Katherine 
Tubbs, Marshall 
Tucker, Charles Jr.  
Tucker, Neal 




Turbeville, Hazel (2) 
Turk, Frances 





Turner, Elizabeth R.  
Turner, Geraldine (3) 
Turner, James Harlen 
Turner, Joe 
Turner, Joe 
Turner, Robert G.  
Tutt, Edward James 
Tuttle, Helen E.  
Twombly, Roy Thomas 
Twyman, M. W.  
Tyler, Betty 
Tyler, Doris Jean 
Tyler, Sarah 





Tabor, T.  
Taggart, Paul W. Sr.  




Taylor, Lt. Arthur K.  
Taylor, Muir 
Teater, Bryan (5) 
Terry, Kim (3) 
Thomas, Corey (2) 
Thomas, Jeff (2) 
Thomas, Mary F.  
Thomas, Perry 
Thomas, Sandra (3) 
Thompkins, Harold (2) 
Thompson, Lynn D.  
Thompson, Margaret (Peggy) Ann 
Tidings, Chester 








Turner, Lemuel J.  
Tynes, Vernon (3) 





Taylor, Johnny (14) 




Townsend, Laurie (3) 
Travis, Darryl (4) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - T Surnames 
Basketball Description Subjects 
PC F2433 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - T Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects Talley, Danny (2) 
Tandy, Keith (9) 
Thomas, Jimmy (8) 
Tinius, Jim (4) 
Towns, Tony (10) 
PC F2435 
Talley, Danny (3) 
Tandy, Keith (3) 
Thomas, Jimmy (2) 
Thomasson, Pat (2) 
Tinius, Jim  (4) 
Towns, Tony (2) 





Adkins, Steve (4) 
Alsup, Jeff (2) 
Anderson, Karl (15) 
Atkinson, Jim (6) 

























Hardin, Lonnie (6) 
Henry, Barry (10) 
Huggins, Nathan (14) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F2439 
Herod, Walt (15) 
Hollerman, Ellis (13) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F2440 
Hayden, Alfred (7) 
Hayden, Reginald (3) 
Henderson, Ray (11) 
Hobby, Bob(by) (8) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 






Description Subjects Carlson, Melinda 
Haire, Nut (4) 
Hardin, Lonnie (6) 
Haskins, Clemette 
Hayden, Reginald (2) 
Hicks, Matt (2) 
Houck, Debbie 
Hunt, Howard (2) 
Hunter, Shawn 
Louisiana Tech University 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Sun Belt Conference 
PC F310 
Basketball 
Chapman, Brenda (10) 





Allen, Sha'Ronda (3) 
Alvey, Kevin 
Ashby, Cathy 
Atkinson, Ruth (2) 
Aurbach, Phil (6) 
Downing, Dero 
Driver, Jessica 
Gamma Sigma Sigma 
Girls Club 
Go Jump in the Lake 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - A Surnames 
Basketball 
Basketball players 











Blanton, Beth (3) 
Bond, Thomas 
Borders, Sue Carol 
Bowles, Anthony 
Boyar, Stefanie 
Boylan, Cathy (2) 
Brady, Shawn 


















Politics & government 
Nurses 
Shopping centers 
Description Subjects 10, 2-4x5 
Bibeck, George (5) 
Blackburn, Mark (8) 










Buchanon, R. O., Jr. 
Buck, John (2) 
Deemer, Martha Sue 










Heikkila, Jaana (4) 
Hendricks, James 
Hines, Jon (2) 
Hocker, Dave 
Howard, Linda (3) 
Huisman, Wendi 
Mordell, ? 
Scholars of the University 
University of Kentucky 
Vanderbilt University 








Jefferson, Lawrence (4) 
Johnson, Rodney (2) 
Jones, James (16) 





Afro-American Players Meeting 
Allensville, KY 
Beck, Archie 







Jones, Darryl (13) 
Jones, Nate 
Who's Who 












Kast, Kevin (7) 
Key, Kelly (5) 
Kirchner, Joe 
Kixmiller, Fred (8) 
Kopatich, Tom (2) 
Kowalewski, ? 













Lawless, Jeff (Mike?) (4) 
Lewis, Greg (14) 
Long, Craig (2) 
Lunsford, Shea 







Larimore, Steve (12) 
Lewis, Dwight (6) 
Linville, Billy (8) 
Speech clinic 










Law, Bart (2) 
Lee, Jo-Jo 
Leftwich, Lloyd (f) 
Lindsey, Billy (14) 
Logan, Tony (8) 
Who's Who 













Speeches, address, etc. 
Description Subjects 
PC F753 
Malone, Pat (11) 
Mathis, Jimmy (2) 
McGuire, Kreis (6) 
Murphree, Bill (12) 






Big Brothers, Big Sisters 































Sandidge, Bob (5) 
Sheehan, Paul (6) 
Shirley, Rob (4) 
Smith, Bill (5) 
Smith, Craig (4) 
Snardon, Arnold (3) 
Stahl, Mark (4) 
Stevenson, George (4) 





Sheehan, Paul (4) 
Shirley, Rob (2) 
Smith, Craig (8) 
Snardon, Arnold (4) 
Stahl, Mark (2) 








Sheehan, Paul (2) 
Shirley, Rob (2) 






University of Louisville 
University of West Virginia 








Center for Intercultural Studies (WKU) 
Class of 1984 (WKU) 
Davis, Alan 
English (WKU) 
Gamma Sigma Sigma 
Poland Hall (WKU) 
Schramm, David 
Scott, Mingo (2) 
Sherfinski, Melissa 
Simmons, Debbie 
Sparks, Theresa (2) 
Spiller, Dory Lynn 
Stovall, Nancy 
Styles, Wilma 

















PC F763 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - T Surnames 

















Tussey, Tom (7) 
Twitchell, Paul (2) 
Football players 
PC F764 
Wafzig, Jim (9) 
Ward, Tom (7) 
Wigginton, Scott (2) 
Williams, Carl (8) 











Reklaitis, Dr. G. V.  
Sun Belt Tournament 1993 





Williams, Carl (6) 
Willoughby, Margaret Claypool 
Winniger, Bill 















Center for Gifted Studies (WKU) 
Radford, Sharee 
Rawlings, Chuck 
Riggs, Mike (2) 
Riggs, Tim (2) 
Roberts, Timothy (2) 
Rogers, Candace 
Rose, Tony (6) 
Rusher, Phil 
Russell, Dwight 
Russell, Eddie (2) 
Ryan, Brett (2) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Super Saturday Seminars 
Who's Who 










PC F768 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Y Surnames 
Football 
Football players 
Description Subjects 4 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Yater, Steven 























Wilson, Bob (2) 
Wood, Retta 
Woodward, Ronnie 
Wells, Tony (11) 
Wilk, Nancy 
Wilson, Lively (2) 
Wright, Monisa 















Airco Research Fellowship 







Neill, Kelly  
Ng, Wing Lock 
Nickel, David (4) 
Pool 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Thompson Science Complex (WKU) 
Who's Who 
Yonkers, NY 













Dildy, Kevin (12) 






Eckerly, Mildred (11) 













Manley, Mark (2) 
Meachum, Lamont (10) 
Meenach, Heather 
Micciche, Mike (2) 
Midkiff, James 
Miller, Mike 




Moore, Morrell (4) 
Moore, Winlock 
Murphy, Waddell 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Who's Who 

























Lewis, Margie (2) 
Longsford, Walter 
Lovell, Julianna 




Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Syringes 
Who's Who 
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Robinson, Paige (3) 
Rogers, Heather 
Roof, Darla (3) 











Hale, Wayne (7) 
Hall, Bonnie 
Haun, Larry (4) 
Holt, Preston (6) 





WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 










Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Taylor, Mary (2) 
Tellis, Frank (4) 
Thomas, James 
Thomas, Kathryn 
Thurmond, Amanda (2) 












10 - 4x5 





Mountain Laurel Festival 
Wallace, Debra (2) 
Wells, Ray (2) 
Wells, Tony 
White, Ray (9) 
Who's Who 
Woodruff, Jack (4) 













Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Walke, Lee (3) 
Warren, Matt 




Wilkins, Karen (2) 
Wilson, Trina 
Winn, Jeanette 









Skaggs, Barry (10) 
Snardon, Troy (12) 
Storer, Douglas (2) 
Sullenger, Earl 






Sanders, Andre (2) 
Scarborough, Kathy 
Sharp, Mike (W) 
Shipley, Jo Anna 
Siddens, Fred 
Simpson, Pat 




Sonnenberg, Mark (2) 
Spatig, Wilbur 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Stevens, Elliot 
Stevens, Scott (4) 
Stieve, Phil (2) 
Who's Who 
















Southard, David (2) 


















Markham, Ginger (2) 
Martin, Jason (2) 
May, Kenny (2) 
Mickey, Donna 
Miller, Heidi 
Miller, Jill (2) 
Mize, Jennifer (2) 
Monohan, Patrick (3) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Who's Who 














Austin Peay State University 
Class of 1979 (WKU) 
Gatewood, Alice (2) 





Spirit Masters (WKU) 



















Fergus, Jane (2) 
Foster, Scott (2) 
Frazier, Jana (2) 
French, Linda 




Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Who's Who 
















Description Subjects Callico, Paul (2) 
Caudill, Dennis 
Chandler, Shirley 
Coffey, Roger (2) 
Cole, Leslie (2) 







Bereiter, Tim (13) 
Bumm, Barry (12) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
PC F795 
Barnhouse, Lance (2) 





Burns, Kimberly (3) 
Burns, Mary 
Burton, Nathon 
Garrett Hall (WKU) 
Gates, Robert 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Who's Who 












Nobles, Adrienne (2) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - N Surnames 






Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 







Pepper, Daryl (3) 
Perkins, Matt  
Pierce, Elaine 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - P Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
PC F1396 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - L Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 6 
Lawson, Jean-Marie (2) 
Leffert, Joe (3) 
Lodmell, Darlene (3) 
Loehr, Jason 
Lyman, Kent 
Lynch, Jennifer (2) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
PC F1409 
1-4x5 
Sagun, Paul (2) 
Scheetz, Michael (2) 
Sheucraft, Neely (2) 
Sieber, John (3) 
Sivley, Scott 
Smith, Eddie (2) 
Smith, Tim (2) 
Somerville, Melissa (2) 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Standafer, Suzanne (2) 
Stinson, Kyna (3) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 









Spirit Masters (WKU) 







WKU Archives Students/Alumni - S Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
PC F1442 
6, 1-5x7 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Warren, Deanna (2) 
Wilson, Andrea (2) 
Wedge, Julie 
Welch, Jeff (2) 
Whitsell, Jason 
Wilson, Scott  
Windhorst, Bud 
Wise, Tara 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - W Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
PC F1453 
2, 1-5x7 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Vanderpool, Dave (2) 
Vincent, Jason (3) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - V Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
PC F1454 
1 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
Thompson, Alex 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - T Surnames 





Spirit Masters (WKU) 










Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - A Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
PC F1457 
6, 1-5x7 
Cailles, Andi (2) 
Chester, Kathleen 




Crowe, Roxanna (2) 
Crume, Emily 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - C Surnames 




Fischer, Joy (2) 
Fite, Jamie 
Fleming, Chris 
Flynn, Rebecca (2) 
Freeman, Kirk 
Froedge, Jamie 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 





PC F1481 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - H Surnames 





Hester, Hardin (2) 
Hiett, Alyson 
Higdon, Tara (2) 
Hodges, Laura (3) 
Hoffman, Kimberly 
Holsclaw, Amanda 
Hudson, Paige (2) 
Humphries, Martha (2) 




Knowles, Dan (2) 
Kuntz, John 
Spirit Masters (WKU) 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - K Surnames 
Portrait photographs Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1406 WKU Archives 1994 Students/Alumni - Clark, H.B. 
Snow 
Sleds & sleighs 
Winter 
Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1407-S1408 
Coleman, Scott 
WKU Archives 1994 Students/Alumni - L Surnames 
Snow 
Sleds & sleighs 
Winter 
Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1419-S1424 
Balance beam 
Blair, Becky  
Brenyon, Suzy 




Slide Binder 3 S1425 
Adams, Beth 




Slide Binder 3 S1426-S1429 
Davis, Jill 
Uneven bars 




Slide Binder 3 S1430-S1433 
Farrington, Charmaine 




Slide Binder 3 S1434-S1444 
Gleaves, Adele (8) 
Goff, Libby (4) 
Uneven bars 




Slide Binder 3 S1445-S1446 
Balance beam 
Heyduck, Cheryl 




Slide Binder 3 S1447-S1448 
Knapp, Kim 




Slide Binder 3 S1449-S1451 
Palmer, Pamela 




Slide Binder 3 S1456 
Malone, Charlsie 




Slide Binder 3 S1457-S1458; 
S1681-S1685 
Hoxworth, Cherie 





Slide Binder 3 S1459-S1463 
Gatewood, Alice 








Slide Binder 3 S1464 
Martin, Pam 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 
Beauty contestants Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1465 
Riggins, Suzanne 
Tiaras 






Slide Binder 3 S1686 
Adams, Beth 
Halloween 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - A Surnames 
Costumes Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1687-S1692 
DiCastro, Mary 





Slide Binder 3 S1693-S1699 
Sams, Julie 





Slide Binder 3 S1712 
Johnson, Charlie 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - J Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 3 S1713 
Madon, Biff 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - M Surnames 
Football players Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 4 S2473 
Banks, Jamie 
WKU Archives Students/Alumni - B Surnames 





Creator Date Title 
UA1C University Archives Photograph Collection Series 3. Portraits Subseries 4. Dignitaries 
Subseries 
WKU Archives 






Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C3 Linked to 
Negative Binder 9 N6298-N6410 
Breathitt , Ned  
Breathitt, Governor Edward T. 
Commencement  
Distinguished Alumni Award   
Downing , Dero 
Governor Nunn  
Governor Chandler 
Governor Combs  
Smith , Lt. Col Grover G.  
Thompson,  Kelly 




WKU Archives 1958 Kentucky Governors 
Governors --Kentucky 
Speeches, address, etc. 
Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6411-N6421; 
N6429-N6444 
Brown, John Mason - N6411-N6417 
Buck, Pearl S. - N6418-N6421; N6429-N6433 
Burke, Albert - N6434-N6444 
Rodes-Helm Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1963-1967 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - B Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6633-N6637 
University Lecture Series 
Young, Whitney M. Jr. 
WKU Archives 1969 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - Y Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6599-N6604 
Rodes-Helm Lecture Series  
Weeks, Edward  
  
WKU Archives 1965 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - W Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6503-N6508 
University Lecture Series  
Walker, Marshall   
  
WKU Archives 1969 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - W Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6458-N6470 
University Lecture Series  
Van Derbur, Marilyn  
  
WKU Archives 1968 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - V Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6574-N6592 
Teller, Edward - N6574-N6589 
Thompson, Arthur - N6590-N6592 
University Lecture Series 
  
WKU Archives 1967-1969 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - T Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6559-N6561 
Rowan, Carl  
University Lecture Series 
WKU Archives 1967 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - R Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6548-N6558 
Pogue, Forrest  
Rodes-Helm Lecture Series 
WKU Archives 1965 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - P Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6562-N6573 
Rodes-Helm Lecture Series  
Sleeper, Raymond - N6562-N6565 
Stuckenbrocker, Fern - N6566-N6573 
University Lecture Series 
WKU Archives 1965-1968 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - S Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6544-N6547 
Ockenga, Harold  
University Lecture Series 
WKU Archives 1967 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - O Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6540-N6543 
Levin,  Murray - N6540-N6541 
Levine, Irving - N6542-N6543 
University Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1966 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - L Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6534-N6539; 
N6635-N6637 
Klebanoff,  ? -  
University Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1969 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - K Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6482-N6533 
Harvey, Paul - N6482-N6499 
Hays, Brooks - N6500-N6509 
Hilsman, Roger - N6510-N6521 
Hilton, Alice - N6522-N6527 
Houseman,  John - N6528-N6533    
University Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1964 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - H Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6480-N6491 
Fuller, Buckminster 
Rodes-Helm Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1969 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - F Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6471-N6479 
Evans, Bergen -  
University Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1968 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - E Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6455-N6457 
Dawson, Cleo  
University Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1967 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - D Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 9 N6445-N6454 
Ciardi, John  
University Lecture Series  
WKU Archives 1967 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - C Surnames 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
OS PC FOS132 
Commencement 
Zinsser, William 
WKU Archives 1982 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - Z Surnames 



























Bush, George (2) 
Zacharias, Donald 
















Palmer, Wally (2) 




Priestly, S.E. Gerard 
Romantics 







John Paul II 
Johnson, Doug 
Loverboy 











Price, Vincent (5) 




PC F5370 WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - R Surnames 
Description Reischauer, Edwin (4) 
Robb, Felix 
Rogers, Will 
Rowan, Carl (2) 
Rubinoff, David 
Ruby, Earl 
Sousa, John Philips 
PC F5393 
Meredith, Thomas 
Reagan, Ronald (3) 
Revelli, William  
Runner, Phil 
Rust, Eric (2) 
WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - R Surnames 
Slides Description Subjects 
PC F5329 
Richards, Jody (4) 













WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - Richards, Jody 
Legislators Description Subjects 
PC F5363 
Ray, Oakley (2) 
Ray, Stephanie 
Romulos, Carlos 
WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - R Surnames 






Severeid, Eric (3) 
Shelton, Larry (2) 
Short, Robert 











Stuart, Jesse (4) 
Surface, David (2) 
Thompson, Kelly 
WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - S Surnames 
Description 
PC F779 WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - C Surnames 
Description Subjects Joe Glowicki donation 
  




Carroll, Julian (2) 












Black Awareness Week 
Taft, Lorado 




Turner, Ike (3) 
Turner, Tina 
WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - T Surnames 
Description 
PC F14 
Salisbury, Harrison (2) 
Schumann-Heink, Ernestine (6) 
Sparks, Herbie 
Stumbo, Grady 








Boyle, Hal (2) 
Brown, Helen 
Burmeister, Leo (5) 





Yeutter, Clayton (2) 
Yohn, Michael 
Young, Whitney Jr. (2) 












Hyland, Brian (2) 
REO Speedwagon 
Watkins, Gloria 
WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - H Surnames 
Authors 
Actors 







Lewis, Ramsey (4) 
Linkletter, Art (8) 
Lloyd, Arthur (2) 
Loggins, Kenny 
Minton, John 


































Van Meter, Charles (2) 
Vettiner, Charlie 





Warren, Robert Penn 





Woodward, Bob (2) 








Rodes-Helm Lecture Series 







WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - O Surnames 
Singers Description Subjects 
PC F1882 
Key, Wilson 
Khan, Chaka (3) 
Kent, President R. A. (University of Louisville) 
Louisville, KY 
WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - K Surnames 
Singers 
Concerts 








Mason, Dave (3) 
Morgan, John 





















Dickerson, Nancy (2) 
Dukakis, Michael 






Carroll, ?  
Galbraith, Gatewood 









Breathitt, Edward T. 
Chandler, Albert aka Happy 
Combs, Bert 
Smith , Grover  
Thompson, Kelly 
Wetherby, Lawrence 






Cedar House (WKU) 




Kelly Thompson  
WKU Archives 1958 Kentucky Governors 
Governors --Kentucky 
Banquets 







Dawson, Cleo  
Fuller, Buckminster 
Levin,  Murray 
Hilsman, Roger 
WKU Archives 1966 University Lecture Series 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
PC F3018 
Diddle Arena (WKU) 
Hilsman, Roger 




Van Meter (WKU) 
WKU Archives 1966 University Lecture Series 
Speeches, address, etc. Description Subjects 
PC F1294 
Diddle Arena (WKU) 
Pogue, Forrest 





WKU Archives 1966 University Lecture Series 

















Agriculture Exposition Center 
Democratic Campaign 
Governor's visit  
Wilkinson, Wallace (7) 





Democratic Party (U.S.) 
Campaign paraphernalia 








Elders, Joyceln (3) 
Else, Gerald 
Evans, Bergen (7) 






WKU Archives Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - Z Surnames 
Actors Description Subjects 
PC F6532 
























WKU Archives 1972 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - Kendall, Don 
Graduation ceremonies Description Subjects 
PC F2451 
2 

















Slide Binder 4 S2279 
Bush, George 
WKU Archives 1984 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers 
Presidents Description Subjects 
Slide Binder 4 S2535-S2540 
Clark, Thomas 




WKU Archives 1981 Dignitaries, Visitors & Entertainers - C Surnames 






Creator Date Title 
UA1C University Archives Photograph Collection Series 3. Portraits Subseries 5. Faculty/Staff Small Groups. 
Subseries 
WKU Archives 
Images of small groups of identified faculty and staff.  For groups larger than 5-6 people, see Series 4 Groups & Associations 






Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C3 Linked to 
Negative Binder 7 N5201 
Cravens, Raymond 
Downing, Dero 
University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
Negatives Description Subjects 
OS Box 34 15 
Hite, Ray 
Keady, Gene 
University Archives 1980 Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
Basketball 
Western Kentucky University 
Description Subjects 
OS PC FOS92 University Archives 1922-1923 Faculty/Staff Small Groups - Ogden College 
Ogden College (Bowling Green, Ky.) Subjects 




University Archives 1977 Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
Western Kentucky University 
Runners 
Description Subjects 










OS PC FOS132 
Burmeister, Leo 
Leonard, Bill 
Theatre & Dance (WKU) 
University Archives 1982 Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
Western Kentucky University Description Subjects 
PC F137 WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups 










































































Robertson, Lee (5) 
Sanderford, Paul 
Small, Steve 
Smith, L.T.  


















University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
Description 
PC F197 














Miller, Jim Wayne 
Mounce, Robert  
Page, George 




Troutman, Richard (2) 
Whittle, Charles Jr. 
WKU University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
Description 
PC F430 University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups 
















University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups 




























Thomas, Kermie (2) 
Weidemann, Wanda 
Whitmer, J.R. 









PC F1646 University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups - Athletics 
Football 
Coaching (Athletics) 



































Patterson, Mrs. Wayne 
University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups - Bowling Green Business University 
Bowling Green Business University (Ky.) Description Subjects 
PC F257 
Gordon Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Hogue, Alvin 
Lewis, Malcolm 
L.T. Smith Stadium (WKU) 
Moon, Herbert 
Morgan, Ernest 
Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 
White, Endrick 














University Archives Faculty/Staff Small Groups - Ogden College 
Ogden College (Bowling Green, Ky.) Description Subjects 
PC F99 
Unidentified 

















































Creator Date Title 
UA1C University Archives Photograph Collection Series 3. Portraits Subseries 6. Students/Alumni Small Groups. 
Subseries 
WKU Archives 






Scope & Content 
Print, Photographic 
UA1C3 Linked to 
CD Box 1 CD292 
Sanders, Whitey 
Sullivan, Ed 
WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups - Hilltoppers 
Cartoons (Commentary) Description Subjects 
Negative Binder 1 N88-N89 
Como, Perry 
WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups - Hilltoppers 
Description 
Negative Binder 7 N5577-N5580 
Murray, Lee 
WKU University Archives 1962 Students/Alumni - Small Groups 









Negative Binder 8 N5611-N5612; 
N5614-N5628 
1956 - N5611-N5612  
1957 - N5614-N5623 
1958 - N5624-N5627 
1970 - N5628 





Negative Binder 8 N5653 
Image in F3685 












































WKU University Archives 1982 Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
African Americans 
Blacks 
Carts & wagons 
Description Subjects 
PC F3 




























WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Description 
PC F130 






Bryant, Mary Sue 
Cooksey, Roy 















Richardson, Mary Ann 
Schrenk, Naomi 
Slate, Mary Ann 
Smith, Alice 
Summers, Cathy 













Images donated by: 
Jimmy Sacca UA2002-11 
Thomas Beard UA2005-10 
Clay Franklin UA2000-22 
Jack Minish UA2003-17 











Some images donated by Jimmy Sacca UA2002-11 













WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups - Hilltoppers 
Description 




Fraternities & sororities 






















































































WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups - Football 














McDaniel, Sue Lynn 
Perez, Christine 
Perry, Bob 






WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 





























WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Television programs 
Homecomings 
Parades & processions 
Description Subjects 



















Gordon Wilson Hall (WKU) 
Hackney, C.D. 
Home Economics (WKU) 






Scholarships - Alumni 
Skelley, Wes 
Rue, Jonathan 





Chenault, Joe (3) 
Clark, Vickie 
Gordon Wilson Hall (WKU) 








Swimming Pool (WKU) 
Terhune, Joy 
Todd, Harry 






















Fraternities & sororities 
Guitars 
Description Subjects Agriculture (WKU) 
Arnold, Ken 


















L.T. Smith Stadium (WKU) 
































WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups - Ogden College 































PC F849 WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 


















































Physics & Astronomy (WKU) 






St. Clair, Shirley 







WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Moon 
Caves 





PC F1583 WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Fraternities & sororities 
Fashion shows 
Beauty queens 
Tug of war 
Prayer 
Studying 





















Pi Kappa Phi 
Reesman, Liz 
Robinson, Armona 








Alpha Delta Pi 





















Phi Beta Sigma 
Phi Delta Theta 
Pi Delta Theta 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Rehberg, Sara 
Russell, Terry 
















Alpha Delta Pi 
Alpha Gamma Rho 
Alpha Kappa Psi 








































WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Football 


















WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Description 
PC F3129 
UA2001-63 donated by ? Vertrees 
  









Wiley, Bruce (3) 
Wright, Kenny 






































Description Subjects Alamao, Allison 
Albani, Tom 




































































































Class of 1956 (WKU) 
Class of 1959 (WKU) 
Class of 1960 (WKU) 
Class of 1962 (WKU) 
Class of 1968 (WKU) 
Class of 1970 (WKU) 







































Student Government Association (WKU) 
Ward, David 
WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups - Basketball 
Basketball players Description Subjects 
PC F598 WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Description Subjects Alley, Trina 

















Home Ecoomics (WKU) 
Higgins, Dan 












St. Pierre, Steve 



















Dinners and dining. 
PC F1716 






















Stiles, Sylvia  
Thake, Susan 
Vincent, Susie 
Webster, Wayne (2) 
Wilhite, ?  
Wooldridge, Harry 
Wright, Samuel 






































































Eating & drinking 
Ice cream & ices 














Description Subjects ?, Kristie 
Allbright, Melanie 





Cherry Hall (WKU) 


























West Hall (WKU) 





















Armes, Lori (2) 
Baird, Jane (2) 
Burch, Paul 
Constant, Jim 
Griffin, Lisa  
Inner tubes 
Johnson, Rhonda 
Kincaid, Renee  (2) 
Kirk, Sharon 
Lamb, Cindy (2) 
Myers, David 
Rudolph, Kurt (2) 
Settles, Benny 
Storrie, John 
Van Meter (WKU) 
Weaver, Tom (2) 
Weinze, Steve (2) 
Whitaker, Randy 
WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Snow 
Automobiles 
Clothing & dress 
Tires 


















WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
Snow 
Umbrellas 
Horse drawn vehicles 
Horses 







PC F3685 WKU University Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 


























































Big Red's Roar 
Mathis, Sybil 








PC F1529 WKU Archives Students/Alumni - Small Groups 




Business Education & Office Administration (WKU) 












Slide Binder 4 S2677 





WKU Archives 1996 Students/Alumni - Small Groups 
African Americans 
Blacks 
Description Subjects 
